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ABSTRACT

AN ARMY AND AIR FORCE JOINT ISSUE:
A, i PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES FOR AIRLAND WARFARE

f.A PERSPECTIVE OF OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
ON THE MODERN BATTLEFIELD

The central argument of this paper concerns itself with

the extent that current U. S. Army and U. S. Air Force

= 'f principles and procedures provide for the effective

conduct of AirLand warfare at the operational level of war

under modern conditions. This paper was written by Major

Stephen T. Rippe, USA, and contains 155 pages.

An examination of the evolution of joint doctrine in WW

II, focusing on the North African Theater, establishes

"- • that our present system of coequal and interdependent air

and ground forces, originating with the 1943 publication

of FM 100-20, was based upon the British system developed

by Field Marshal Montgomery. Organizationally, this sy-.tem

was designed to function at the operational level of war.

This paper determines that the WW II criteria for joint

operational effectieness were primarily based upon the

collocation of headquarters and joint planning at the

operational level.

d An overview/comparison of current joint Army/Air Force

doctrine as expressed in General Operating Procedures for
49,



Joint Attack of the Second Echelon (J-SAK) and that of

NATO establishes that fundamental differences exist

-A regarding joint planning levels, air apportionment, and

the air and ground component structure. A conceptual

modern battle scenario is used to update the historically

derived criteria and to compare the relative effectiveness

of J-SAK and NATO principles for air/ground operations.

The thesis concludes that generic principles must provide

the foundation upon which our joint procedures are built:

air superiority in consonance with the campaign plan,

joint planning at the operational level, BAI as a direct

support combat resource, and mission oriented air

requests.
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CHAPTER ONE

THESIS OVERVIEW

INTRODUCTION

General William W. Momyer, United States Air Force

"(retired), stated in his book Air Power in Three Wars:

". . . the flexibility of air power and its capacity to

concentrate large quantities of fire power in a short time

"* make it a most desirable addition to an army or .iavy. As a

consequence, these two forces have sought the division of

air power, placing it under their control when needed for

* their own mission." Momyer's statement illustrates an

unresolved joint U. S. Army and U. S. Air Force conceptual

issue that has been reemphasized by the Army's AirLand

battle doctrine: the most effective means to control and

use air power. Focusing on the control and use c,. air

power, the central question examined in this paper is: To

what extent do current U. S. Army and U. S. Air Force

2 '• principles and procedures provide for the effective con-

luct of AirLand warfare at the operational level of war

under modern conditions?

The following definitions provide a basis upon

which to view the remainder of this paper:

- Doctrine. According to Field Manual,
100-5, Operations; "An Army's Operational Concept
is the core of its doctrine. It is the way the
Army fights its battles and campaigns, including
tactics, procedures, organizations, support,
equipment, and training . . . . The Army's basic
operational concept is called AirLand Battle
doctrine."2 According to Air Force Manual 1-1,
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Basic Aerospace Doctrine; "Aerospace doctrine is a
statement of officially sanctioned beliefs and
war fighting principles which describe and guide
the proper use of aerospace forces in military
action."3

- Operational Level of War. The operational level
of war encompasses the movement, support, and
sequentia employment of large military
formations usually corps and above) in the
conduct of military campaigns to accomplish goals
directed by theater strategy or other higher
military authority. It is the connecting link
between scrategy and tactics.

- Principle. Webster's unabridged dictionary
define3 principle as, "A general or fundamental
truth: a comprehensive and fundamental law,
doctrine, or assumption on which others are based
or from which others are derived."4

Procedure. Webster's defines procedure as, "A
pýrticular way of doing or of going about the

Saccomplishment of something."5

- Synchronization. Synchronize is commonly defined
as "to occur at the same time." Synchronized
joint military operations result from an all
pervading unity of effort by air and ground
forces. They are characterized by a
concentration of combined arms combat power that
complement and reinforce each other at a
decisive point in time and space based upon an
operational concept.

The essence of AirLand warfare is the combined

effort of all ground and air forces directed against the

enemy in a coordinated plan that includes deep, close-in,
, 6

and rear battles. According to Lieutenant General Jack

Galvin, ". . . Both ground and Air Force commanders must

have a common view of how the battle will be fought. . ..

Although the U. S. Army has put great emphasis on AirLand

battle in recent tactical developments, the tendency has
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been to continue going our separate ways in the ground and

air forces; that is, to neglect joint planning and execu-

tion, especially of battlefield air interdiction." it is

almost a given that we cannot afford to neglect the joint
k

planning and execution of AirLand warfare without jeopard-

izing our ability to fight and win. In order to win, the

principles and procedures upon which joint planning and

execution are based must provide for the effective conduct

of AirLand warfare at the operational level of war. It is

only through an effective joint opcrational doctrine that

we will be able to syncnronize our air and ground forces -

to concentrate the maximum amount of combat power, based

upon an operational concept, at a decisive point in time

and space against enemy forces. That is why this paper is

relevant today; based upon cur'ent threat capabilities, it

will take the combined effort of all our air and ground

forces to fight and win on the modern battlefield. 1

THESIS ORGANIZATION

Chapter Two focuses mainly on the development of

joint principles and procedure, in North Africa during

World War II. Before 1943, United States tactical air

8 Aforces were employed much like artillery. Our air forces

were subordinated and decentralized to army unit control. 9

* ~
b. ,.
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Two of the important inherent capabilities of air power

"were therefore reduced: flexibility of operations and con-

:~. :~10centration of fire power. The effectiveness of Air Force

and Army joint doctrine originated with the British and

slowly evolved into our own joint procedures. According to

R. J. Overy, in his book The Air War 1939-1945: ". .

only when the command tactical relationship was firmly

established along the lines c. greater cooperation and

understanding of the exercise of air power were the Allies

able to use their dominant numerical position to

advantage, not only in Tunisia but in Italy and Western

Furope.' It ;as from the British North African

experience that the Arm~y published Field Manual (FM)

12100-20, Command and Employment of Air Power. This field

manual established the principle that land power and air

power are coequal and interdependent forces. 1 3  Following

an overview of the evolution to Field Manual 100-20, this

chapter briefly summarizes the effectiveness of this
%"'

"doctrine during 1944-45 in the European Theater and

establishes the significant criteria for operational

effectiveness that caused the AirLand campaign(s) to

succeed.

-" As a second step, Chapter Three of this paper

.. examines our current joint AirLand warfare doctrine and

the significant conceptual differences that exist between

.. this doctrine and the "unofficial" doctrine of NATO's
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Allied Air Forces Central Europe (AAFCE). It does this

through a comparison of the significant differences

between the manner in which the joint U. S. Air Force and

U. S. Army publication General Operating Procedures for

Joint Attack of the Second Echelon (J-SAK) prosecutes Air-

Land warfare and the manner in which Army and Air Forces

in Central Europe prosecute AirLand warfare. (Milestone

events occurred in November and December of 1984 when the

Air Force and Army Chiefs signed the J-SAK Joint Service

Agreement and the Commanders of TAC, TRADOC, and REDCOM

signed the J-SAK procedures manual; thus making it joint

doctrine.) This chapter also analyzes this doctrine to

determine possible explanations concerning why it exists

as written. Additionally, this overview should establish a

conceptual framework of principles and procedures upon

which the modern battle scenario in Chapter Four is built.

Once a review of our current joint principles and

procedures in Europe is completed, Chapter Four of this

paper examines the validity of These principles and proce-

dures by means of a conceptual, modern battle scenario.

The purpose is to determine whether or not principles and

procedures are adequate to meet the demands of fast paced

operations on today's battlefield. This determination est-

ablishes modern criteria for operational effectiveness

that cause an AirLand campaign to succeed. Simply put, it

outlines how procedures at the operational level permit
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concentration of AirLand combat power in time and space to

support the AirLand warfare operational concept.

As a final step, this paper compares those proce-

dures examined in Chapter Three with the criteria for

operational effectiveness as established in Chapter Two

and in Chapter Four. This comparison allows a determina-

tion of the adequacy or inadequacy of our doctrine to

support AirLand warfare at the operational level of war.

SUMMARY

As stated by Major Robert C. Ehrhart in his

article "Some Thoughts on Air Force Doctrine":

"Both doctrine and the implementation of
doctrine are dependent on history. The"broad perspective that history can provide

enables the astute observer to different-
S.iate more clearly between the fundamental

principles and the more transitory methods
"of putting them into effect.14

Historically, the fundamental air power principles of

*- flexibility, concentration, and sustainmaent of effort have

been implemented by various procedures. The procedural

methods of putting these principles into effect have been

, directed toward attaining the most- effective control and

use of air power in support of AirLand warfare. In short,

this paper examines the validity of current principles and

procedures. It does not ask all of the questions or
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provide all of the answers. In many areas it only

scratches the surface. Hopefully, it will make you think.

Also, hopefully, it provides an increased understandinq of

how the Army and Air Force will fight the next war and of

the effectiveness of our current principles and procedures

in the conduct of AirLand warfare at the operational

level.

N,

N N

I'

"4%
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CHAPTER TWO

WW II DEVELOPMENT OF JOINT AIR/GROUND DOCTRINE

INTRODUCTION

Chapter Two examines the World War II evolution of

the principles and procedures concerning air and ground

force relationships. An understanding of how and why these

principles and procedures evolved is helpful when evaluat-

ing current doctrine. LTG Elwood (Pete) Quesada, the

Commander of the IX Tactical Air Command in 1944 and 1945,

describes this evolution as follows:

Prior to the outbreak of World War II,
Tactical Air Power was virtually an unknown
factor in the armed forces . . none of
these ideas were ever developed into a
concrete doctrine for actual application in

" waging war we began with almost a
complete vacuum and ended with a concrete,
highly developed doctrine that provided aScomplex, but efficient, team of air and"

ground forces.l

The success of Alied Forces was, to a great degree, the

result of two developments. The first development was how

to gain and maintain air superiority.2 The second

development was a system of effective cooperation between

air and ground forces.3 Additionally, the three basic

missions of tactical air power - counter air, interdic-

tion, and close air upport - emerged from World War II

(See Appendix 1 for definitions). As succinctly stated by

a Air Force Manual 1-1, Basic Aerospace Doctrine, "To place

i'..

i"I
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aerospace doctrine in perspective and to understand ' tter

its evolution, it is useful to understand the roots of

basic doctrine and to trace its development since that

15era." To this end, Chapter Two initially examines the

development of joint principles and procedures concerning

air and ground relationships in North Africa during World

War II. As stated in Chapter One, it was as a result of

the British North African experience that the Army

published Field Manual 100-20, Command and Employment of

"Air Power, which established the fundamental principle

that land power and air power are coequal and

6interdependent forces. Next, this chapter briefly

summarizes the effectiveness of this doctrine in the

European Theater of Operations during 1944-1945 and,

finally, establishes the significant criteria for

operational effectiveness that caused the AirLand

campaigns to succeed.

NORTH AFRICA

The North African Campaign of World War II was

instrumental in the development of United States doctrine

concerning how to organize and employ air power in

"7"theaters of war. Prior to the invasion of North Africa,
Field Manual 1-5, Employment of Aviation of Army,

' ".

'¢'A

A-j

A'- •
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advocated that the requirements of the supported ground

command would be the determining factor in the selection

of air operational objectives. By doctrine, aviation was

to be used as a tool of the ground commander and would

normally be attached for operational command and control.

This manual was written with the strategic defense of the

Continental United States as its primary concern.

Operationally, the concept was to employ aviation in

support of ground forces much the same as artillery. Field

Manual 31-35, Aviation in Support of Ground Forces,

published in 1942 after the creation of the Army Air

Forces, somewhat refined this concept but still treated

aviation support conceptually much The same as artillery.

It stated that aviation in support of ground forces would

V normally be composed of Air Support Commands which are

component parts of Air Forces and would be attached to or

support an army in the theater. After the invasion of

North Africa, it became apparent that our doctrine for

AirLand warfare, especially regarding air and ground force

9relationships, was inadequate. An air support command was

the initial organization that functioned with either a

10field army or a corps. For example, in 1942, the Army

Air Force's XII Air Support Command was attached to II

Corps. Air Support Commands, therefore, were doctrinally

attached to an army formation and worked for the ground

force commander.12 The ground force commander, normally
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corps or higher, was given the authority to decide how to

employ these assets, including decisions on target

13priorities. By January 1943, it had become evident that

a change in principles and procedures was necessary.

Because of the doctrine, there was not a centralized, con-

* certed effort to gain air superiority in the theater of

14
operations. Therefore, our air power was employed every-

where and effectively concentrated nowhere. As a result,

the ?4ficiencies gained by synchronizing combat power to

support specific opetational objectives were significantly

reduced.

Meanwhile, by early 1943, the British had

developed more effective principles and procedures for

AirLand warfare. This had not been easy. Initially

ineffective against the Axis Forces, they had to rethink

their AirLand doctrine. Colonel Bonner Fellers, a U. S.

Military observer in North Africa, cabled the following

report to the War Department in June of 1942 after the

capture of Tubruk by the Germans:

With numerically superior forces, tanks,
aircraft, artillery, and transports,
reserves of all classes, the British Army
has twice failed to defeat the Axis in LibyaV'.

Its tactical conceptions were *

constantly faulty; it neglected completely
the use of combined arms ... . The only
remaining certain and effective method of
destroying Rommel is to unify Air and Army
Commands, to reorganize the VIIIth Army
under new leadership and new methods.15
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The British did, in fact, reorganize the Eighth Army under

new leadership. This new leadership instituted AirLand

warfare principles and procedures concerning how air and

ground forces should be related to each other that were

much more effective. On 13 August 1942, Bernard Montgomery

assumed command of the Eighth British Army. By January of

1943, Montgomery had driven Rommel from El Agheila and had

led the Eighth Army into Tripoli. Air Vice Marshal Sir

Arthur Coningham commanded the British Desert Air Force

16that supported the Eighth Army. According to Lieutenant

General (U. S. Air Force retired) Pete Quesada, "Coninghamr

was the first air force guy who established tactical air

doctrine as supportable doctrine which everybody accepted

. . . he overcame the concept of using aviation as

artillery." 17 Coningham believed that in AirLand warfare

the Army and Air Force must work together to concentrate

combat power in time and space. His air force defeated the

German Air Force in the western desert and provided close

air support for the breakout of El Alamein.18 Unlike the

U. S. Army Air Forces, the Royal Air Force had been an

independent force since 1918. Therefore, in Coningham's

view, army/air force equality was a fundamental concept.

Coningham and Montgomery made this concept highly

"effective in an operational context.

In January of 1943, two significant events

occurred. First, at the Casablanca Conference, among other

ýN'

•,1A
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agenda items, Roosevelt and Churchill agreed on the

reorganization of all air power in the Mediterranean

Theater. Secondly, Montgomery held his "Tripoli

Conference." At this conference he distributed his

pamphlet Some Notes on High Command in War. This pamphlet,

basically, outlined Montgomery's AirLand warfare

philosophy. These events provided the foundation upon

which FM 100-20 was built.

The reasons for the reorganization of air power in

Northwest Africa were not clear-cut. The British wanted

the U. S. XII Air Support Command under the command of a

British Theater Air Commander and not under the command of

an American Army Corps Commander, As previously noted,

there were obvious operational shortcomings that demanded

a more efficient use of tactical air assets. However, from

the American perspective, politics and personality played

a major role in this decision. Since the main business of

the conference was to decide in which theater the enemy

would be engaged in 1943, Roosevelt's decision to agree to

the British proposal for reorganization of Mediterranean

AirLand forces could be readily viewed as a compromise.

In any event, the reorganized Northwest Africa Tactical

Air Force was commanded by Air Vice Marshal Sir Arthur

Coningham, who fought as a coequal with the reconstructed

18th Army Group. Along with the restructuring of the Air

Forces, the restructuring of the 18th Army Group placed
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all ground forces, including the British First Army, the

British Eighth Army, the American II Corps, and French XIX

Corps, under the command of a Theater Ground Component

Commander. In the Northwest Africa Tactical Air Force,

the XII Air Support Command was coequal with the American

II Corps and French XIX Corps, the Desert Air Force was

"coequal with the British Eighth Army, and the 242 Group

21was coequal with the British First Army. Air Marshal

Tedder, the commander of the newly formed Mediterranean

Theater Air Command, stated in his memoirs, With

Prejudice, how he had decided to call this newly formed

organization a Tactical Air Force:

Long experience determined me to avoid the
use of the title 'Air Support Command' for
Coningham's charge. I found intense opposi-
tion to the title of 'Tunisian Command' and
so came to the conclusion that the
functional title 'Tactical Air Force' was
the right one. The retention of the title
'Twelfth Air Support Command' in Central
Tunisia was a sop to sentiment which I
"thought it necessary to allow.22

The British not only institutionalized the phrase

"tactical air force" but also formally institutionalized

the concept that army and air forces are "coequal and

interdependent forces." The African Theater, at that time,

had coequal air and army component commanders. Additional-

ly, the interface between air and army forces was at the

tactical air force - field army level.23 It was at this

level that commanders made the major AirLand warfare
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decisions concerning the hour-by-hour changes in an

24"operation. Above the army level, commanders were

"concerned with long range plans and general campaign stra-

tegy; at the army/tactical air force level, campaign plans

25
were translated into specific goal oriented actions. It

follows that. the operational level of war was practiced at

the field army level.

In the Army Ground Forces Study No. 35, _rmy

Ground Forces and the Air-Ground Battle Team, published in

1948, Colonel Kent Roberts Greenfield stated, The drive

to obtain this high declaration of doctrine <FM 100-20>

received its decisive impulse from General Montgomery's

Notes on High Command in War, to which Marshall's

attention was invited . . . as furnishing material for a
S,,26

new statement of written doctrine.` The significant con-

V J ceptual ideas from Montgomery's Notes derived through

practical combat experience follow:

- All that is recjuired is that the two staffs,
army and air, should work together at the same
H. Q. in complete harmony, and with complete
mutual understanding and confidence.

-The commander of an army in the field should
"have an Air H. Q. with him, which will havedirect control and command of such squadrons as

may be allotted for operations in support of
his army.

- But through this Air H. Q., the Army commander
can obtain the support of the whole air
striking force in the theater of operations,
because of the flexibility of air power.
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- It follows that control of the available air
power must be centralized, and command must be
exercised through RAF channels.27

The American officer primarily responsible for infusing

Montgomery's principles and procedures into American

28
doctrine was Brigadier General L. S. Kuter. On 12 May

1943, the same day Axis forces in North Africa

surrendered, Kuter sent a letter from the Northwest Africa

Tactical Air Force through channels to the Commanding

General, Army Air Forces. .t•er explained in detail the

problems with '1. S. Army Air Force organization,

principles, and procedures (see basic letter at Appendix

2). He also highlighted the successful application of

Montgomery's principles and the effectiveness of the

January 1943 reorganization. Kuter wrote in the summary

paragraph of his letter that the organization of American

air units in North Africa from November 1942 through

February 1943 had proven unsound in battle due to the cen-

tral ideas concerning the relationship and employment of

air and ground forces. Kuter further wrote that after the

reorientation of these ideas and the reorganization of the

air units under the British model, a much higher degree of

combat effectiveness had been achieved. 29Kuter's letter

"supported the principles and procedures of Montgomery and

Coningham concerning the unity of air power. Their theory

30 . ~had stood the test of battle. Only three months after

"the reorganization of Allied AirLand forces, and the

tI!
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refinement of their operational methods, the Axis forces

"in North Africa were forced to surrender. Coequal and

interdependent forces had proven to be the most effective

method for commanding and controlling air power in a

31theater of operations. On 20 July 1943, FM 100-20,

personally written by Kuter, was published.

"FM 1GO-20

According to the 1984 edition of Air Force Manual

.- 1, Basic Aerospace Doctrine, FM 100-20 is viewed as the

Air Force's "Declaration of Independence." 3 2 In 1943, this

"declaration" did not receive unanimous support. The War

Department published it over the objections of the Army

33Ground Forces Commander, General McNair. The ground

"forces did not take exception to certain generalized

34 *1statements taken from Montgomery's notes. What the

ground forces feared was a dogmatic, inflexible

application of the centralized control of air power in a

*1' 35 "3
• theater. The central thesis of the Army Ground Force

'A. -argument as outlined in Army Ground Forces Study No. 35
* was that a rigid doctrine centralizing the control of air

power under an air commander would, in fact, impair the

ability of the U. S. Army as a whole to mass ground and

air power, when and where needed, to fight and win. 35In

L
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short, ground commanders where afraid that they would not

have air power when and where they needed it to support

ground actions because air commanders would be concentrat-

ing their assets to fight an air war. Air commanders,

however, believed that ground commanders would

decentralize their air assets into small packets making it

impossible to maintain air superiority or to mass air

38power in support of a specific ground operation. The

basic reason joint doctrine evolved the way it did was

because the Air Force proponents "won their case" based

primarily upon the recent experiences in North Africa and

the success of British organization, principles, and

procedures in that theater.

On 21 July 1943, Field Manual 100-20, Command and

Employment of Air Power, was published. This manual super-

"seded Field Manual 1-5, Employment of Aviation in the

Army, and was regarded as rendering Field Manual 31-35,•" 39

Aviation in Support of Ground Forces, obsolete. FM

A 100-20, as previously mentioned, stated that land power

and air power are coequal and interdependent forces. This

was a radical departure from previously accepted American

ideas concerning air and ground relationships. FM 100-20

established the' principle that "the command of air and

ground forces in a theater of operations will be rested in

the superior commander charged with the actual conduct of

operations in the theater, who will exercise command of

Lb
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air forces through the air force commander and command of

ground forces through the ground forces commander.' 4 0

Finally, this manual institutionalized the prioritization

of air power effort in a theater of operations:

- First Priority - To gain air superiority
<currently referred to as Counter Air>.

-Second Priority - To prevent movement of troops
and supplies into and within theater <currently
referred to as Air Interdiction and Battlefield
Air Interdiction>.

- Third Priority - To participate in a combined
effort of air and ground forces <currently
referred to as Close Air Support>.

EUROPEAN THFATER

"Theater General Board Study No. 56, Air Power in

the European Theater of Operations says that the

fundamental principles and doctrine of the command and

employment of air power as directed in FM 100-20 "were

adhered to in the European Theater and were proved

sound." 41 The Air Force organizational structure for this

theater was based directly upon the British North African

model. In fact, a British officer, the Deputy Supreme Com-

mander, Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur Tedder, exercised the

general direction of all Air Force operations in the

E e T t 42SEuropean Theater. Furthermore, the Theater Air Component

Commander of the Tactical Air Forces was another British

V officer, Air Marshal Leigh-Mallory. As Commander of the
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Allied Expeditionary Air Forces, the Second British Tacti-

cal Air Force and the Ninth U. S. Air Force were under
V" Mallory's command. (The Allied Expeditionary Air Force was

dissolved on 15 October 1944 because, primarily, there was

V not a theater ground component headquarters with which it

could function. Nothing resembling a theater component air

command remained. By June of 1944, numbered Tactical

Air Commands had been formed to fight with each of our
i-i 44

Field Armies and numbered Air Fcrces with Army Groups.

The largest Tactical Air Component in the European Theater

was the U. S. Ninth Air Force, formed on 16 October 1943,

and commanded by an American, Lieutenant General Lewis H.

Brereton. The U. S. Ninth Air Force worked with the 12th

Army Group. It consisted of the IX Tactical Air Command,

which fought with the First U. S. Army, the XIX Tactical

Air Command, which fought with the Third U. S. Army, and

the XXIX Tactical Air Command, which fought with the Ninth

"U. S. Army.

The Tactical Air Commands had their forces shifted

among the Armies as Army requirements changed. Fighter

Bomber Groups were assigned to Tactical Air Commands to

46meet operational requirements. The control of these

Fighter Bomber Groups was exercised by the commander of a

Tacic47Tactical Air Command. The flexibility of this command

and control system allowed the Air Force Commander to con-
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centrate air power in support of operational decisions. 4 8

Theater Board Study No. 56 described this process:

". . . The hir Force Commander issued broad
directives for the execution of priority
one, two, or three type missions <the
priorities as outlined in FM 100-20>,
indicating the area of responsibility of
each tactical air command and usually the
size of the force to be employed. This was
based on the tactical situation and the
scale of intended effort by the armies as
indicated by the army group commander. The
commander of the tactical air command pre-
pared his air plan by allocating the
necessary force to missions as required by
directives from the air force commander
and his own local tactical air situation.
Close cooperation missions <currently
referred to as close air support> resulted
from joint planning by commanders of the
tactical air command and the army. Request
for air effort beyond the resources of the
tactical air command . . were submitted
to the tactical air force headquarters by
the commander of the tactical air
command.49

The fundamental principle of coequal and interdependent

forces had resulted in a flexible, ,ffective orcanization-

al structure that could modify procedures as practical

experience and innovation dictated.

* a ,

CRITERIA FOR OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

The misapplication of air power at the beginning

of the North African campaign caused a re-examination of

AirLand warfare doctrine by the British. The fundamental
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air power problem that had to be solved before air forces

could effectively support AirLand warfare was how to gain

and maintain air superiority. Inter-service rivalries,

personalities, and coalition warfare politics aside, the

air superiority issue caused the British to structure

their AirLand forces to take the maximum advantaae of the

inherent flexibility of air power. It was this flexibility

that allowed air power to rapidly concentrate on the

battlefield. With the reorganization of forces in the

North African theater and the publication of Montgomery's
Notes on High Command, which led to the publication of FM

100-20, the Americans had established an AirLand warfare

doctrine for what they determined to be the most effective

control and use of air power. The Army Commander now had

an established, battle proven doctrine that allowed

concentration of combat power in time and space to support

an operational concept. The forces in the European Theater

of Operations were organizaLionally structured in support

of that doctrine. This organizational structure allowed

A. Ifor the continued development of more effective procedures

such as those for visual markings, a thorough air/ground

liaison system, joint planning, and an air-ground tactical

fighter control/communications system. According to Army
Ground Forces Study No. 35 the primary reasons for

operational success were the close tie-in between Armies

and Tactical Air Commands through the employment of a
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thorough liaison system and adjacent air and ground head-

quarters. The study goes on to state that the majority of

".* air missions performed "continued to be those planned

jointly in the combined operations centers at army-

50tactical air command level." Therefore, the centraliza-

tion of air power at the operational level allowed the

army and air component commanders to concentrate most ef-

fectively their combat power in consonance with the goals

established by higher authority. As outlined by Montgomery

in his Notes: The air and army staffs must work together

in the same headquarters, with complete mutual understand-

51ing and confidence. The practical way out Gf air and

ground mutual distrust was to organizationally perfect

coordination and air/ground relationships. This coordina-

"tion allowed the operational (army) commander to conduct

warfare under the protection of air superiority while

still maintaining the flexibility to rapidly concentrate

air power on the battlefield.

Tne specific, significant criteria that caused the

AirLand campaigns to succeed follow:

- Headquarters were collocated at the operational
level (army/tactical air command). The interface
of the air and ground componeit ccmvranders was
at the field army/tactical air command level
because the system was organizationally designed
to support AirLand warfare at the operational
level. A combined operations center was formed
which jointly planned AirLand operations.

- The air and ground organizations were structured
to support the fundamental concept of air
superiority whil.. taking into account the air
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force flexibility to concentrate combat power
rapidly.

-Cooperation and mutual understanding of air and
ground forces greatly increased their
operational effectiveness. For example, the XIX
Tactical Air Command developed a close
relationship with Patton's Third Army. Instead
of accepting missions on a target by target
basis, the XIX TAC accepted the mission of
protecting and watching the Third Army right
flank along the Loire River while the Army moved
across France. It was successful.

- Air forces were not under the command or control
of ground forces.

- Organizational flexibility allowed fighter
bomber groups to be shifted among tactical air
commands to support operational requirements.

In addition to the criteria outlined above, the personali-

"ties of the Allied leaders were a dynamic force, albeit

difficult to capture, that certainly had a significant

impact upon the doctrine, organizational structure, and

"very effectiveness of the AirLand forces themselves.

"Furthermore, the impact of practical experience and

innovation can be largely measured only through

coujecture. Yet, as is characteristic of the American

people, the "system" took advantage of practical

experience and encouraged innovation. Simply put, it

"worked.

* .* SUMMARY

The AirLand warfare principle of coequal and

interdependent air and ground forces in the conduct of
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operations can be directly traced to the Second World War.

The principles and procedures developed in North Africa

through experience, and solidified with the publication of

FM 100-20, were proven to be operationally sound. Prac-

tical men under trying circumstances had developed a

workable solution to the problem of doctrine for air and

ground forces. They organized and structured their forces

accordingly and changed their thinking concerning how air

"and ground forces should be related to each other. The

coordination of effort between the around forces and the

53tactical air forces was highly effective. The Allies

enjoyed a tremendous operational advantage because of the

air superiority maintained by the Allied Air Forces. Air

superiority, both before and after the invasion of

Normandy, allowed the Allies a degree of operational

mobility and logistical freedom from air attack that was

nearly "absolute insofar as any threat from the Luftwaffe

155was concerned." Basically, from 22 June 1944 onward, the

56
Luftwaffe was not a serious operational threat. Further-

more, interdiction of the enemy's lines of communication

profoundly affected ti-ý relational force balance on the

Sground.5 7  Aerial reconnaissance was effectively developed

and served as a force multiplier for the ground commander.

A quotation from Army Air Forc.s in World War II, Europe:

Argument to V-E Day succinctly describes the success of

AirLand Warfare operations in World War II:
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It is not intended to suggest that the air
force won the war, or even that they could
have won single-handedly a war deliber-

-.• ately planned, on the principle of inter-
dependent land, sea, and air forces.
Rather, the purpose is to emphasize that
the final triumph owed much of its com-
pleteness to an extraordinarily effective
coordination of the ground and air
effort.58

The doctrinal principles of FM 100-20 proved themselves

sound in battle. Our current Air Force/Army command and

control organizational arrangements and relationships were

built upon these principles and procedures. Chapter Three

"examines contemporary joint doctrine.

IL >
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CHAPTER THREE

CONTEMPORARY JOINT DOCTRINE

INTRODUCTION

Chapter Three examines our contemporary joint Air-

Land doctrine. In November of 1984, the J-SAK Joint

Service Agreement was signed by the Air Force and Army

Chiefs of Staff and in December of 1984 the procedures

manual was published. These significant documents are

among our first statements concerning how air and ground

forces will jointly conduct modern warfare. It is signifi-

cant because since the end of World War II, the Army and

Air Forces have become separa-e services, have had

separate interests, and have followed separate paths. How-

ever, as stated in Chapter One, it is only through an

effective joint operational doctrine that we will be able

to synchronize our air and ground forces, concentrating

the maximum amount of combat power against enemy forces at

a decisive point in time and space based upon an

operational concept. This chapter examines olir current

joint AirLanu warfare doctrine and the sigaiificant concep-

tual differences that exist between this doctritle and the

"unofficial" doctrine of NATO's Allied Air Forces Central

Europe (AAFCE). Finally, this chapter analyzes this

doctrine to determine possible explanations concerning why

it exists as written. The intention of Chapter Three is to
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provide the background information and conceptual

framework upon which the modern battle scenario in Chapter

S'Four can be built.

DEFINITIONAL EXPLANATIONS

The following definitional explanations are

integral to a clear understanding of this chapter.

" - Air Apportionment. The J-SAK states:
"Air apportionment is the determination
and assignment of the total expected
tactical air effort by percentage or
priority that should be devoted to the
various tactical air operations or
geographic areas for a given time. Air
apportionment is based upon priorities
established by the joint force commander
during consultation with the subordinate

* . commanders and is designed to assure opti-
mum distribution of limited assets which
perform a wide range of missions. The air
apportionment process apportions the
tactical air effort among the following
missions: air interd ic Lion <AI>,
counterair <CA>, close air support <CAS>,
tactical surveillance and reconnaissance,

- tactical airlift, and special operations.
The LCC <land component commander>

*.' influences the air apportionment recommen-
dation by keeping the ACC <air component
commander> informed of the ground
situation, status of planned and ongoing
maneuver operations, and current and
projected reconnaissance and attack objec-
t• ive s and priorities. The ai r
a p p o r t i onment recommendation is
accomplished by the ACC and submitted to
the JFC for approval The resulting JFC
"decision establishes the basis for execut-
ing the tactical air effort."l

"p """ " - ""b ' -7-) *.'" "'-'""-'-."')•-•',:"''i'.,'\'4":'• ,,•#-,
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- Battlefield Air Interdiction (BAI). The
Joint Service Agreement states: "Air
interdiction (AI) attacks against land
force targets which have a near term
effect on the operations or scheme of
maneuver of friendly forces, but are not
in close proximity to friendly forces, are
"referred to as battlefield air
interdiction (BAI). The primary difference
between BAI and the remainder of the air
interdiction effort is the near term
effect and influence produced against the
enemy in support of the land component
commander's scheme of maneuver. BAI
attacks require joint coordination at the
component level during planning and may
"require coordination during execution. BAI
is executed by the air component commander
as an integral part of a total air
interdiction campaign."2

- Battlefield Coordination Element (BCE).
According to the Joint Service Agreement:
"The BCE is a Land Component Commander
(LCC) liaison element which is collocated
with the Tactical Air Control Center
(TACC). The BCE processes land forces'
requests for tactical air support,
monitors and interprets the land battle
situation for the TACC, and provides the
necessary interface for the exchange of
current intelligence and operational data

Detailed Air force planning for exe-
cution of battlefield air interdiction is
conducted at the Tactical Air Control Cen--
ter (TACC), in coordination with the
Battlefield Coordination Element (BCE)...
"The TACC of the ACC <air component

commander> and the BCE of the LCC <land
component commander> are the staff
agencies which exchange detailed
operational and intelligence information
to accomplish the coordination for J-SAK
operations (see Figure 3-1)."3

- SubaP .- rtionment. Per the Joint Service
Agreement, "Subapportionment is a process
of expressing, by percentage, the portion
of the air interdiction effort projected

-'St
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to be flown against battlefield air inter-

diction (BAD) targets.'5

JOI NT

C ox!MAti DE R

-COMO.N

,I~ - - -CCOININAT ION

* Command and Control

Figure 3-1
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J-SAK - GENERAL

"ft.

Air Force Manual 1-1, Basic Aerospace Doctrine,

states that as a crucial element in interdependent air and

ground forces, air power can be the decisive element in

warfare, and commanders must design their organizations

and plans to maximize the effects of this relationship. 6

- The J-SAK is a joint attempt to strengthen this

interdependent Army and Air Force relationship. In scope,

the J-SAK is "applicable to the employment of Army and Air

Force interdiction assets to direct, disrupt, delay, or

destroy enemy second echelon forces."' The stated

objective of joint attack of second echelon targets is to

divert, disrupt, delay, and destroy the enemy's capability

to wage war by altering the momentum of his effort. This

gives commanders at the forward line of own troops (FLOT)

the time and space necessary to fight the FLOT battle

while senior headquarLers plan for follow-on operations. 8

3L The following paragraphs describe the specifics of this

joint doctrine.

'p J-SAK - RESPONSIBILITIES

The J-SAK is built upon the fundamental principle

of coequal and interdependent air and ground forces in a

theater of operations. As such, it carefully defines

ft - '- tf.
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command responsibilities. It is important to understand

the verbiage that describes these air and ground

relationships because the words themselves have been care-

fully agreed upon by the two services. The joint force

commander (JFC) exercises operational command through the

subordinate component commanders and is responsible for

the apportionment of air assets and the assignment of land

assets. It is the joint force commander (JFC) that

establishes the theater guidance and objectives for the
•, 10

interdiction campaign. The subordinate land component

commander (LCC) and air component commander (ACC) consult

with each otcier concerning, among other things: schemes of

maneuver, pu±Lities of tactical air support, and the air

app;-rLionment recommendation.

The land component commander exercises command of

all assignked land forces in a joint force. The J-SAK, for

clarity, addresses the theater land component structure as

a field army land component commander with several

subordinate corps. The land component commander:

-establishes the priority for tactical air

support to each subordinate corps and provides
this to the tactical air control center (TACC)

I• through the battlefield control element (BCE).

establishes a BCE which works for and is respon- I
sible to the land component commander and is

located at the TACC.

k -is responsible for nominating interdiction
targets, that interest the land component, to
the air component commander.12

V4'
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The air component commander exercises command of

all assigned air forces in a joint force. The air

component commander exercises control over the assigned

air forces by means of the tactical air control system

(TACS) and its senior control element, the tactical air

13control center (TACC). It is the air component commander
that is responsible for developing the air apportionment

qL

recommendation and submitting this recommendation to the

joint force commander for approval. The air component com -

mander is also responsible for the planning and execution

of the air interdiction campaign. Therefore, air interdic-

tion planning and execution, by doctrine, is not a joint

responsibility.

J-SAK - OPERATIONS

To synchronize an attack against enemy second ech-

elon forces, coordination must take place within and

14across service lines among several levels of command.

The theater command and control process must ensure that

the joint force commander's intent is translated into the

most effective control and use of AirLand forces.

The air component provides close combat support

Sand general support air power to the land component within

the theater guidance and objectives set by the joint force

* S

.I
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commander.15  Close combat support is provided by close.* .
* air support missions. General support of the land

component is provided by the maintenance of air

superiority and by the interdiction of second echelon

forces. Therefore, general support is provided by counter-

air and air interdiction missions. It is important to

understand that from an Air Force perspective, battlefield

air interdiction is a part of the entire air interdiction

campaign and not a separate effort.

The joint force commander decides upon the air

apportionment recommendation developed by the air

component commander. Although it may be difficult since

their headquarters are not doctrinally collocated, the air

component commander and land component commander consult

"each other concerning this recommendation. Since their

* headquarters are not collocated, it is the tactical air

* '1- control center (TACC) and battlefield control element

(BCE) that normally accomplish this consultation and coor-

dination in lieu of the commander's themselves. Joint

planning by the staffs of the air and ground component

, commanders does not occur.

The air apportionment decision established by the

joint force commander designates the priority or

percentage of effort for air interdiction and may

subapportion part of this effort for battlefield air N

interdiction. According to the J-SAK, whatever the

"[ •4$,
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decision regarding the percentage of effort directed

* against battlefield air interdiction, its scope will "not

be described or bounded in geographical terms." 1 6

Additionally, since battlefield air interdiction is part

of the theater interdiction campaign, once targets are

identified and prioritized by land forces, it is planned

17at the tactical air control center (TACC). The Joint

Service Agreement further states that: "Planning for

missions in support of land force units operating beyond

"the FLOT parallels that of AI and BAI in terms of force

packaging. Final attack for those sorties flown in close

proximity to friendly forces will follow close air support

18operations." Therefore, air power planning and execution

in support of maneuver beyond the forward line of own

troops (FLOT) will employ a combination of CAS and BAI

procedures.

The land component commander recommends to the

joint force commander which "land" assets will be used in

support of the interdiction campaign. The air component

commander also recommends through the TACC to the BCE

which targets should be engaged with land component
* "assets. When interdiction is accomplished with land

component assets, the land component commander must

K coordinate with the air component commander through the

BCE to the TACC.

'V.
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J-SAK TARGET LISTS/DIVERSIONS

The Joint Service Agreement, in summarizing the

interdiction targeting process, states that there will be

separate AI and BAI target lists. These lists will be

prioritized and integrated at the TACC. The land component

commander can nominate targets to the a r component

* commander's AI target list. The land component commander

also develops and updates the BAI target list. "These tar-

gets are normally identified and prioritized through army

echelons and are nominated to the TACC through the BCE.

k The LCC's target prioritization designates the relative

weight of BAI effort to subordinate commands (usually

corps). Therefore, the land component commander cannot

designate BAI targets. He nominates targets which are

prioritized and selected by the air component commander's

TACC. Our contemporary doctrine, in short, depends on the

principle of consultation for the synchronization of

air/ground combat power.

The air component commander has the authority to

divert an attack from any target. The implication is that

the TACC has the authority to divert BAI sorties. When

diverting, the only requirement is that the TACC inform

the BCE. Essentially, because the air component retains

the centralized control of all air power assets and is

oI
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responsible for the entire air interdiction campaign, the

air component is given the full authority to divert BAI

sorties which are part of this air interdiction campaign.

The significance of this principle is that, from the

perspective of the land component, air power resources

vital for operational success may be absent at a critical

point in time and space.

J-SAK - CORPS, DIVISION, TACTICAL AIR CONTROL
PARTY (TACP), AND AIR SUPPORT

OPERATIONS CENTER (ASOC)

According to J-SAK, it is the corps that orients

primarily on the operational level of war. Although true

. as a generalization, corps operations can range from pure-

ly tactical, to tactical and operational, to purely opera-

tional. Nevertheless, the J-SAK states that the

orientation on the operational level of war involves "con-
>

ducting campaigns and battles, closely monitoring battles

fought by subordinate divisions, assisting with resources

when required, and seizing and exploiting the initiative

m: when planned windows of opportunity open for friendly

offensive action."0 If the corps cannot attack targets

with its organic assets, it must forward prioritized

targets through the BCE to the TACC. Therefore, the

planning for BAI targets is focused at corps level because

'I I. [
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corps second echelon targets are primarily attacked with

tactical air.

"•SC, AiCrlAiMft
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Figure 3-2

(Figure 3-2 illustrates the interface between elements
of the Corps Tactical Operations Center and the Battle-field Control Element.)
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Divisions orient primarily on the tactical level

of 22of war. Their planning horizon, 24 hours vice 72 hours

for a corps, requires the availability of more near

real-time information. Per the J-SAK:

The division battle staff, with the assis-
tance of the TACP, identifies and
prioritizes targets for attack within the
division area of influence. As enemy
forces begin to commit to specific avenues
of approach, divisions begin attacking
targets within their capabilities and
request support from corps as required.
The division staff works with the TACP
located at division to provide the
commander advice on the capabilities and
limitations of tactical air to support
division operations. Divisions forward
their requests for tactical air support to
the corps for inclusion in the corps
tactical air requests.23

The TACP is found at every army level from corps

through maneuver battalion. The TACP is not a joint

Splanning cell. The TACP offers advice concerning air power

assets and caoabilities. Additionally, the TACP assists in

the development of Al targets, BAI targets, and other air

power requirements.

The purpose of an ASOC is to coordinate and direct

close air support and tactical air reconnaissance. The

ASOC is under the operational control of the TACC and is

normally collocated with the corps tactical operations

center. The J-SAX states that an ASOC performs two

primary functions: the exchange of combat information

between air and ground forces and the coordination and
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25execution of close air support missions. Although the

land force planning for BAI targets is focused at corps

level, the ASOC is not a joint planning cell where the Air

N VForce and Army can operationally plan the synchronization

of forces. This is significant because the air and ground

component staffs do not jointly plan for the synchronized

use of combat power on the battlefield. Instead, because

of the fundamental air power principle of centralized con-

trol and the inherent flexibility of air power, we have

jointly established procedures which ar• intended to

communicate the intent of commanders at various

organizational levels. The following section examines the

"more significant of these procedures.

PLANNING AND COORDINATION TIME LINE

The method the Air Force uses to implement tac-

tical air support of AirLand warfare is the air tasking

order (ATO). The ATO is issued by a TACC and is normally

valid for a 24-hour period. Although the ATO covers a

specific period, the planning process is continuous. The

planning event time-line, as described in the J-SAK, ap-

, •* ,.proximates when events should occur in the planning and

coordination process. The J-SAK allows individual theaters

the flexibiiity to designate specific event times. A sum-

mary of the critical events from this time-line follows:

..........................................
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Approximate Time Prior
To ATO Effective Period Event

72+ hours - JFC issues concept

- ACC establishes tentative
apportionment recommenda-

tion after consultation
with LCC, to include ex-
pected BAI effort

- LCC establishes tactical
air priority for subordin-
ation corps

- ACC develops theater in-
terdiction targets

72 hours - BCE informs corps concern-
ing LCC's BAI priorities
which corps use for opera-
tional planning

48 hours - LCC again consults with
the ACC, through the BCE-
TACC,concerning the air
apportionment recommenda-
tion

The J-SAK procedures manual describes this consultation
process as follows:

"In consulting with the LCC on the
recommended apportionment, the ACC
identifies the forecast percentage o"
priority of effort for CAS, CA, and AI to
be BAIL. Based on land force plans and
tactical air support needed, the LCC
consults with the ACC on development of
the apportionment recommendation. The LCC
provides his BCE and the corps . . the
revised BAI forecast and initial CAS
forecast.' t26

36 - 30 hours ACC issues apportionment
decisions made by the
joint force commander to
the TACC
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SApproximate Time Prior

• To ATO Effective Period Event
SLCC has tactical air

priorities confirmed and
distributed to subordinate
corps

•." 30 hours BCE informs corps concern-
r l. ing the specific number
•.L of sorties based on
i allocation

b"-;-" Corps provide BAI priority
•.•" of effort to subordinate
"' units
•!! 24 hours Divisions start to submit

BAI targets to corps

'•'[ Corps provides updated AI

•.. and BAI target lists to
.. the BCE
S12 hours The TACC publishes the Air

•.' Tasking Order

•] Less than 12 hours Targets are continually
•.•., refined so that the TACC
•'.<' and wings have a m•imum
m• of two hours prior to
<.• takeoff for mission plan-
[• ning (this time period is

i theater SOP dependent)

SATO 24 hour Wings execute ATO. Targets
I Effective period continue to be refined

• It now becomes readily apparent that the above procedures i"
• &"

Sprobably require continuous consultation and coordination

./. to cause the effective prosecution of AirLand warfare. Two •,

•'. important points concerning these procedures deserve :•

Semphasis. First, the corps commander knows 30 hours prior
D

,'., to the ATO effective period how many sorties he will have ,,

•, available. This time becomes especially critical to a_•i•
•,

•,'Na-•.''%".''•h•'..".-" " .'..' ', • ,•..',•'..,'.,'.," "..,'.,- .- .'..- .- .- '•-'-r.•• ,'.:.•',•-..-..'.-.-. .-. •., "• '.•',ra'-•-.'.- • .. • •• '0
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corps because operational plans are probably already at

the subordinate unit level prior to 30 hours. Second, the

J-SAK procedures manual states that tactical air support

requests may now be submitted in the form of mission

oriented air requests. This statement is not contained in

the Joint Service Agreement. However, this procedure has

tremendous implications for the Air Force institutionally

and for the land component commander's ability to

integrate air power and land force operations. Because of

their importance, these issues are subsequently examined

in detail.

J-SAK COMMUNICATIONS '

The communications to support J-SAK AirLand

warfare depend upon the interoperability of both army and

air force systems. The J-SAK advocates that the theaters

themselves should develop their own specific procedures.

However, multi-channel systems provide the primary method

of theater communications with single channel netted

radios used to provide redundancy (see Figure 3-2). The

J-SAK summarizes communications support as follows:

- The defense communications system (DCS, joint
theater communications system (TCS(J)), corps
area system, and the tactical air control system

* provide communications media.

•, tI.
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- TCS(J) provides the primary means of communica-
% ' tions from the joint headquarters to the compon-

ent commands. The JFC designates the component
responsible for the TCS(J) (normally the army,
under the dominant user concept).

- The system between the TACC-BCE and the land
component headquarters is established as part of
"the theater communications system (TCS).

- Two systems provide redundancy between the CTOC
and TACC-BCE to enhance reliability.

- An Air Force high frequency communications
central is a dedicated radio system between the
TACC and the ASOC. It may be used as standby
"equipment, as an interim system during
displacement of the multi-channel system, or if
range of multi-channel systems is exceeded.27

-
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J-SAK - SUMMARY

The J-SAK, as previously stated, is intended to

employ AirLand forces to divert, disrupt, delay, or

destroy enemy second echelon forces. The following issues

"summarize the key elements in the interim J-SAK

procedures:

- The joint force commander establishes theater
guidance and objectives for the interdiction
campaign and makes the air apportionment
decision.

The land component commander and air component
commander consult and coordinate with each
other. They command coequal and interdependent
forces.

- The air component provides close combat support
(close air support). He provides general support
(counter air and air interdiction) by the
maintenance of air superiority and interdiction.

- Battlefield Air Interdiction is a subapportion-
ment of air interdiction and not a separate
effort.

- Tactical Air Control Center and Battlefield

Control Element conduct consultation and
coordination. Joint planning by the staffs of
the air and ground component commanders does not
occur. Therefore, there is no joint planning or
execution at the operational level.

"- The Air Support Operations Center is not a joint
planning cell. Its purpose is to coordinate and
direct close air support and tactical air
reconnaissance.

- The scope of BAI will not be described or
bounded in geographical terms.

- The Tactical Air Control Center has the
authority to divert any BAI mission.

F. I
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"- Normally accepted corps planning horizon is 72

hours. The joint force commander makes his
apportionment decision 30-36 hours prior to the
Air Tasking Order (ATO) effective period. Corps
is informed of specific air sortie numbers 30
hours prior to ATO effective period.

- Tactical air support requests may be submitted
in the form of MISSION ORIENTED REQUESTS. (For
example, delay the 2d Motorized Rifle Division
north of the Yellow River for five hours.)

- The land component commander prioritizes BAI
targets. The air component commander prioritizes
AI targets and makes final interdiction target
selection.

CENTRAL EUROPE - GENERAL

The stated purposes of the operational doctrine

described in ATP-27(B), Offensive Air Support, reflect

those of one of its historical antecedents, FM 100-20:

- Gain and maintain air superiority.

- To prevent the movement of enemy forces into and
within the theater and to destroy these forces
once in theater.

- To assist in ground force objectives through
joint operations.29

It is the fundamental principle of air superiority first,

with limited resources for simultaneous tactical air

missions, that has driven the corceptual thinking

concerning how best to employ air power. ATP-27(B) 0

describes the unclassified, generic principles and

procedures that NATO employs to solve this dilemma. The

4. 5%
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following paragraphs describe the Central European

organizational structure and, then, the significant

Sconceptual differences between those principles and

procedures in the J-SAK and those in Central Europe.

CENTRAL EUROPE - ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

Although the end result may be the same, the

command, control, and liaison agencies existing in Central

* Europe and the functions performed at each level are

somewhat different from those defined in the J-SAK. The

Central European battlefield is characterized by a highly

complex, coalition warfare environment where the efforts

::i:: of several nations must be combined into a single theater

campaign plan. As such, different principles and

procedures have been developed to solve the problems .

associated with air and ground relationships in maneuver

warfare. Figure 3-4 illustrates the generic NATO

structure; while Figure 3-5 illustrates the Allied Air

"Forces Central Europe (AAFCE) organizational and support

structure. Of significance is the fact that in Central

Europe, the AAFCE serves as the air component headquarters .

which exercises command of all assigned Air Forces.

Second Allied Tactical Air Force (2ATAF) fights with the

Northern Army Group (NORTHAG) while the Fourth Allied

* .*~A
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Tactical Air Force (4ATAF) fights with the Central Army

Group (CENTAG). However, in Central Europe there is no

land component headquarters that exercises command of all

assigned land forces.
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The Joint Command Operations Center (JCOC') is basically an

.Xed joint operations staff at theAryGoplie

Tactical AiLr For~e (ATAF) level. The Central Region Air
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(ACOC) is essentially NATO's version of the TACC.

According to General Glenn K. Otis, Commander, U. S. Army

Europe, "While there is no NATO equivalent to the TACC/BCE

(their function is spread between Corps/ASOCS, ATOCS,

CENTAG/4ATAF and even AFCENT/ AAFCE elements) the essence

of the TACC/BCE is now in the collocated Army Group/4ATAF

HQ."32 Additionally, because of the inherently difficult

command and control problems generated by the magnitude of

the forces and aircraft in Central Eurcoe, the Allied

Tactical Operations Center (ATOC) exists as a subordinate

air operations center (see Figure 3-5). An ATOC would

normally have tactical control, which in NATO terminology

means detailed and local direction and control, over the

air assets allocated to them from the ACOC. It is the ATOC

that would task flying units with mission requirements and

also direct the execution of OAS missions. Simply put, the

ACOC plans the war. The ATOC executes it.

-

CENTRAL EUROPE -CONCEPTUAL DIFFERENCES

There are three fundamental, conceptual

differences between the way the Army and Air Force's J-SAK

doctrine prosecutes AirLand warfare and the way in which

the Army and Air Force in Central Europe prosecute AirLand

warfare.

"N A". ,S%
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First, the most significant difference is the

fundamental disagreement over the concept of air

"apportionment. NATO does not view BAI as part of AI as

does the J-SAK. The J-SAK advocates the concept of direct

combat support through CAS. It also advocates general

* support to land forces through counter air and air

interdiction missions. NATO advocates direct support

through the use of offensive air support (OAS). Offensive

Air Support is "that part of Tactical Air Support of land

operations that consists of Tactical Air Reconnaissance,

Battlefield Air Interdiction, and Close Air Support, which

,33 i'are conducted in direct support of land operations."

Therefore, in NATO, when the joint force commander makes

N his apportionment decision, it is based upon general

priorities that are translated into specific percentages

or sorties at the Allied Tactical Air Force/Army Group

level. BAI is not subapportioned as part of the air

interdiction effort. Rather, it is apportioned to the army

group commander as part of offensive air support (OAS)

which makes it a direct support asset. Figure 3-6

illustrates the NATO air apportionment principle while

'C Figure 3-7 illustrates that of the J-SAK.34

-

- * .- .
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Second, the Joint Service Agreement specifically

states that the scope of battlefield air interdiction

(BAI) will not be described or bounded in geographical

terms. However, in Central Europe, because BAI is in

direct support of the operational commander, the

Reconnaissance and Interdiction Planning Line (RIPL)

delineates an area forward of the Fire Support

Coordination Line (FSCL) in which the corps commander is

responsible for BAI. The area beyond the RIPL is targeted

for AI missions by echelons above corps. The RIPL, in

short, is an operational planning line that assists in the

"synchronization of forces in support of AirLand warfare.

It essentially defines the corp-level area of
* ~35responsibility (see Figure 3-8).

Third, the Central European procedures for

offensive air support do not allow for tactical air

support on a MISSION ORIENTED BASIS. Although this

procedure is not contained in the Joint Service Agreement,

it is contained in the J-SAK manual itself. This seemingly

innocuous procedure has tremendous implications for Army

and Air Force mutual support and cooperation. It also has

tremendous implications for the Air Force as an

institution and would affect, as a minimum, their entire

, * approach to training (mission vis-a-vis target mentality).

*%\ '' * *$2* , * " -
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WHY?

The most effective control and use of air power

has been an issue since the First World War. Experience

suggests that the fundamental air power principles of

flexibility, concentration, and sustainment of effort were

greatly enhanced by the creafion of coequal and

interdependeot air and ground forces that functioned in

collocated headquarters. The barometer of their effective-

ness can be measured by the results of AirLand warfare.

The achievement of these results depended to a large

degree on the amount of cooperation that has existed

between these forces. Our current systems, in fact, are

based upon mutual cooperation and a series of procedures

that attempt to maximize the principles mentioned above.

Politics and inter-service rivalries aside, the basic

problb - that has confronted all joint AirLand doctrinal

thinking has been how to make the best use of the scarce

air power resources while simultaneously supporting ground

forces and maintaining air superiority. Our documents

exist as currently written in an attempt to solve this

dilemma. The J-SAK Joint Service Agreement and procedures

manual are a significant step forward. These documents

formally recognize that both air and ground forces are

necessary to fight and win on the modern battlefield and

are an attempt to provide a generic, joint doctrine which

4,8
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establishes a conceptual framework within which theater

specific procedures may fit.

The J-SAK apportionment principle has its roots in

"World War II where air superiority was an; operational

necessity and where interdiction was managed at the

Army/Army Group level. As previously stated, in Central

Europe, the theater specific apportionment principle is

currently approached from a fundamentally different

perspective. It recognizes the necessity for the

maintenance of air superiority and also the necessity for

offensive air support (OAS) in direct support of the

operational commander. Simply put, practical soldiers

attempting to solve the problem of how best to synchronize

AirLand warfare in Central Europe have instituted

different methods to achieve their objectives. Chapter

Four examines these methods.

A:..
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CHAPTER THREE
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CH.P ER F'

A PERSPECTIVE OF OPEF-kTIONAL EF=ECTIVENESS

INTRCi _CTION

The purpose of Chafte: Four is to deduce criteria

for joint operational e f7cti eness as exaimined in the

context of a conceptuE battle scenario. To provide

background information, tnis chapter initially overviews

aircraft capabilities ;Ls-a-vis joint planning levels,

Soviet air/ground operat:ons, North Atlantic Treaty Organ-

ization (NATO) vs. Warsaw Pact capabilities, corps

operations, and the Central European battlefield.

•" nLI

"* AIRCRAFT CAPABILITIES VIS-A-VIS
JOINT PLANNING LEVELS

"* As stated in Chapter One, it is a given that we

cannot afford to neglect -.he joint planning and execution '.

of AirLand warfare withcut jeopardizing our ability to

fight and win. The prir'iplEs and procedures upon which

joint planning and execution are based must provide for

the effective conduct of AirLand warfare at the opera-

tional level of war. It follows that the organizational

level at which joint AirLand warfare is planned may have a

significant impact upon the outcome of a future war. To

Smaximize our force effectiveness, we must ensure that we

4.. 5-. . ' . I"
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take a systemic, functional approach to our doctrines.

During World War II, air apportionment was essentially

conducted below the theater level by the army group/tacti-

cal air force. Today, J-SAK advocates the elevation of

this process t.: the joint force commander/theater level.

"On the surfacc-. ionsidering the tremendous advance in air-

craft technology and the resultant increase in the

capability to concentrate on the battlefield, the

elevation of joint planning to the theater level would

appear to make good sense. However, upon investigation, it

may not adequately address air Ad ground interface

K -. requirements.

The inherent ability of air power to concentraht

rapidly, which provides a flexible combat power resource,

has been discussed in detail in the Lrevious two chapters.

"It would seem logical to assume that there is a definite,

traceable correlation between the combat rodius of

aircraft and the level at which the employment of this

resource is planned. Table 4-1 oAxliaeS ti.c combat raWius

and ordnance capability of selected '_2ited Stat(:- World

* War II and contemporary tatical combat aircraft.
VA"
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WWI I Contemporary LN
P38 LIGHTNING1  F4 Phantom4

2000 lbs 16,000 lbs
230 miles * 300 miles

P40E Kittyhawk 2  F15E Eagle 5

600 lbs 16,000 lbs
300 miles * 300 miles

P47D Thunderbolt 3  A10 Thunderbolt II6
2500 lbs 16,000 lbs
315 miles 250 miles

* Although published figures are higher, experienced
pilots maintain7  that 300 miles is a more
realistic figure.

TABLE 4-1

4.][

An examination of Table 4-1 illustrates the fact that

the combat radius of tactical fighter aircraft, without

refueling, has not changed significantly since World War

II. What have changed significantly are the accuracy of

ordnance delivery, ability to refuel aerially, speed, and

the amount of ordnance that can be carried by one air-

craft. Admittedly, the combat radius capability of the

2 -ontemporary aircraft in Table 4-1 is a worst case

estiinatL that assumes a low altitude ingress and egress

with afterburner usage and no aerial refueling. However,

S•he comparison is somewhat enlightening.

"As previously discussed, during World War II the

"operational level of war was at the field army level. It

was at this level that the army and the tactical air

"command s'affs jointly planned operations. The World War

K•
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II battalion in the defense could be expected to control

about 400 acres.8 Currently, because of more powerful wea-

pons and better mobility, contemporary divisions have 10

times more firepower than their WWII counterparts.9 A pre-

sent day battalion in the defense in Germany would be

expected to control as much as 18,000 acres; an area which

gives it an operational radius at least 40 times greater
b10

than its WWII counterpart.10 Carrying this argument one

step further, the contemporary corps would be responsible

for an area approximately 13 times greater than the WWII

field army, Because of this increase in lethality and the

resultant area of responsibility, the corps has supplanted

the army in the conduct of operational warfare.

"The significance of this argument is that altnough

the cocps is responsible for an area much larger than the

WWII field army, the combat radias of tactical aircraft in

support of the corps has not increased proportionally;

when compared with the Second World War, this radius

currently appears to be inversely related to the level at

* which joint planning occurs. There are many variables to

"the equation that determine at what level joint AirLand

warfare planning is conducted. The J-SAK advocates joint

planning at the joint force commander level, while in Cen-

tral European NATO joint planning is conducted at the Army

Group/Allied Tactical Air Force level. In short, this cur-

sory examination affirms that the combat radius of"- s"
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aircraf which is a main determinant in their ability to

concentrate on the battlefield in support of an operation-

al conce-t, is notD !ogically connected to the level at

which the joint .-ýmployment of this resource is planned.

This may oe exampie of doctrinal thinking regarding

joint pianntrn .levels being out of synchrcnization with

the ,fhjective 2ailties of the situation.

The Soviets have carefully considered objective

reaa -'t. es in deigg.. ig their functional system for air and

ground oper•-t~ons. The following section briefly examines

Sov_.et air/ground cne.ations.

SOVIET AIR/GROUND OPERATIONS - AN OVERVIEW

In December of 1981, General Colonel F. Gayvoron-

skiy, Deputy Commandant of the General Staff Academy in

4. . Moscow, summarized the major operational elements that are

required to execute a rapid, destructive conventional

operation:

Under present day conditions when only
conventional weapons are used in the
conduct of the offensive, effecting a
penetration could require the application
of large masses of artillery, aircraft,
and tanks; thorough suppression of the
enemy's numerous anti-tank weapons; and
protection of the attacking forces from

"* air strikes, including strikes by combat
helicopters. To increase the tempo of the
offensive and stop the approach of enemy
reserves towards the penetration sectors,

I
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it will be necessary to make air and
missile strikes throughout the depth of
the enemy's defenses and make wide use of
airborne (air assault) landings.ll

"The Soviets are organized to exploit their numerical

superiority and their overall offensive strategy which

takes advantage of their capability to concentrate large

numbers of troops and equipment.12 In order to breach

defenses rapidly and maintain offensive momentum, Warsaw

Pact doctrine advocates the use of massed, high speed,

heavily armored forces at a time and place of their

13choosing. During offensive operations, the advanced

penetration element and the first echelon maintain

pressure on the defense in an attempt to find its

weakness. Then second echelon forces and Operational

Maneuver Groups (OMGs) are used for exploitation.

According to General Bernard W. Rogers, Supreme Allied

Commander Europe:

Pact forces can be expected to er.ploy
highly mobile exploitation formations at
army and army group (front) levels. These
combined-armed forces, called Operational
Maneuver Groups (OMGs), are designed to
penetrate deeply into the rear of NATO's
defense in order to seize critical
objectives, cut lines of communications
and to limit the ability of NATO forces to
respond, especially with our theater
"nuclear forces.14

i . 5

The Soviet offensive would probably be conducted in three

major phases: "the air operation, the anti-air operation

and rapid, deep OMG-led penetrations on the ground." 1 5 The

I
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purpose of the air operation would be to neutralize the

.16bulk of NATO's air and nuclear capab-lity. Shortly

following the start of the air operation, ground forces

would attack with large scale OMG-led raids in conjunction

with air assault and airborne landings into the depths of

17NATO's defenses. Simultaneously, the anti-air operation

would seek to protect the air and ground forces throughout

the entire depth of the battlefield. 1 8  Follow-on forces

would then conduct exploitations in an attempt to conclude
•' 19

the war rapidly. The Soviets are convinced that they can

win conventionally. Their entire structure is designed for

fast tempo operations which can be executed to defeat NATO

".' forces, presenting them with a fait accompli, before NATO

can execute a nuclear option. 2 0

The Soviet armed forces are organized into five

separate components: the Strategic Rocket Forces, the

Ground Forces, the Air Forces, the Air Defensive Forces,

21and the Naval Forces. Conceptually different from the

United States organization of forces, all except the Naval

Forces are included within the generic term Soviet Army. 2 2

A Unclassified, specific details of current organizational

changes within the Soviet defense structure are not

available.23 However, Soviet forces are organized into

three main theaters: the Western, the Southern, and Far

Eastern, with a Central Strategic Reserve which consists

of the Moscow, Volga, and Urai Military Districts (MD). 2 4

A I M 1
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The Western Theater, which is the strongest with the most

modern equipment, also includes the non-Soviet Warsaw Pact

forces and is divided into three Theaters of Military

25Operations (TVD). Although a 1984 National Defense

Review article by Victor Suvorov "Strategic Command and

-• Control, the Soviet Approach" stated that a TVD is a

military-geographical zone and not a military-operational

headquarters, most unclassified sources maintain that the

TVD provides "stategic planning and operational control

for continental, oceanic, and intercontinental forces
•-" ,,26

(missile forces, SSBN and bombers) assigned to them."

Furthermore, most analyists agree that the Soviets

i ~ designed the TVD to eliminate the operational pause that

occurred between frontal operations in World War II; it is

intended to operationally synchronize multi-front

operations. During time of war, the East European Warsaw

* Pact divisions would be incorporated within the Soviet

,i " Army operational structure. The basic operational command

subordinate to a TVD is the front. Based upon current

deployments, "the Western TVD could have four fronts: two

in East Germany, one in Czechoslovakia, and one in Poland.

The two tronts in East Germany total 12 tank and 13 motor

rifle divisions; three motor rifle divisions less than two

* typical fronts. In Czechoslovakia and Poland the total

would be 14 tank and 16 motor rifle divisions; two tank

divisions above the 'normal' level. Reinforcements could
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be quickly available from the Belorussian MD, which

contains 10 tank and four motor rifle divisions."27

Therefore, a front which is roughly equivalent to a

US/NATO army group could be composed of between three to

five armies depending upon the Soviet analysis of mission,
o28

enemy, troops, terrain, and time (METT-T).28 The Soviet

ground forces form two types of armies which are roughly

equivalent to a US/NATO corps: combined arms armies and

29tank armies. The combined arms army will normally

contain a majority of motorized rifle divisions while a

* ."tank army will contain a majority of tank divisions formed

together in a mix of three to six divisions per army.

Soviet Air Forces have three main components:

Frontal Aviation, Long-Range Aviation, and Military

"Transport Aviation (see Figure 4-1). Soviet Frontal

Aviation is comparable to the United States Air Force

31Tactical Air Command. It has approximately 6,000 combat

"aircraft that are assigned to military districts within

the USSR and to the Western Theater TVDs. 3 2

SA typical Soviet front has an assigned Aviation of

"the Front. This organization has also bcen referred to as
a Tactical Air Army. The organizdtional structure for this

Aviation of the Front is not fixed. However it would

routinely include fighter, fighter-bomber, bomber,
.33 

2reconnaissance, and helicopter transport regiments.33

Furthermore, evidence currently exists that the front

mh !I
*. . . . . . . . . . . .
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,\ ORGANIZATION OF THE SOVIET AIR FORCE

HQ SUPRaIE
"HIGH COMMAND

(STAVKA)

'- AIR FORCES

2L.ONG FRONTAL MI LIT TRY
"-RANGE AVIATION TRANPTR 0SFORTAT I ON
AVIATION AVIfATI ON

,...: TACT ICAL.

.. AIR ARMY

Figure 4-132
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commander may subordinate his SU-25 Frogfoot attack

aircraft, which perform the equivalent role of NATO's
34

A-10, tco the army level for operations. The planning and

i reparation of air support before an offensive begins is

driven by the front commander's orders to his army

commanders. The front commander's concept -f operation, as

&a-proved by higher authority, is the focus of the entire

combined arms effort. According to FM 100-2-1, The Soviet

Army, Operations and Tactics, the front commander's order

specifies ". . . the air units to be committed, the ground
,,35

armies to be supported and the time of attack."

Lieutenant General (Retired) John H. Cushman

stated during a December 1983 seminar at Fort Leavenworth

that in this air operation, frontal aviation would be used

to open corridors through NATO air defense belts

Artillery missiles would suppress air defenses and command

centers . . Fighters and fighter bombers would then have

the ability to pass through open corridors to attack deep
36

counter-air t•rguts. General Cushman also pointed out

that current US/NATO joint AirLand warfare doctrine does

not match the integration and detail of this Soviet

operational thought . The Soviet approach to military

organizations is integrated, functional, and comprenen-

"sive. it emphasizes unity cf purpose and unity of com-

mand!'37 In shurt, the Soviet front commander (approximate-

ly equivalent to a US/NATO army group commander) has at
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Aviation of the Front

AVIATION OF

THE FRONT

SFIGHTER-SOMBER' FIGHTER-INTERCEPTOR RECONNAISSANCE
DFIGHTER DIVISION IVISION DIVISION REGIMENT

TRANSPORT HEUCOPTER HELICOPTER - GEM. PURPOSE
REGIMENT ECM SQUADRON HELICOPTER SQUADRON

.i Figure 4-2

Fighter Division

FIGHTER DIVISION

HEADQUARTERS ELEMENT FIGHTER REGIMENT S ERVI ENT

"FIGHTER SOUADRON

ot, 3 Figure 4-3
•'-" 38

•.• Notes :

Aviation of the Front has no fixed organization and may
be tailored to meet specific needs.

Fighter, fighter-bimber, and fighter-interceptor divisions
have basically the same structure as a fighter division.

A fighter squadron normally consists of 12 aircraft divid-
ed into three flights.
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the operational level all of the combat power under his

command to accomplish goals as directed by theater

strategy or other higher military authority. This

difference between the U. S. and Soviet approach is

fundamental; the Soviet operational level commander does

not have a coequal air commander with whom coordination

must be made. Air and Ground Forces are not, in the Soviet

view, coequal and interdependent. Rather, they are both

subordinate to the operational dictates of the front

commander. The significance of this is that because of the

Soviet functional approach, the necessity for U. S. joint

doctrinal thinking to effectively integrate air and ground

operations has increased exponentially.

NATO VS WARSAW PACT CAPABILITIES

Depending upon the source, the numerical imbalance

which exists between the Warsaw Pact and NATO in combat

aircraf- may be as much as approximately 2.3:1 in favor of

the £ •viet'3. This figure, however, includes only

Luropr-in oasf.d aircraft. The Soviets have three other

.5 i•. .. !:icant a(i-antages: first, secure and relatively short.

a-rce-er: routes, and second, many more military

aiý-ields "or ieployment of their air power resources.40

Adc4 tionally, one significant advantage not reflected in
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aircraft capabilities and their numerical superiority is

that the weapons in service and the tactical doctrines for

41
their use are standardized throughout the Warsaw Pact.

The technology gap, which once gave NATO a

qualitative edge over Warsaw Pact numbers, is closing.

According to Air Marshall Sir Patrick Hine, the 2d Allied

Tactical Air Force Commander:

Aircraft such as the (SU24) Fencer, of
which there are almost 400 facing us in
the central region, ai: capable of
reaching targets deep into western Europe,
"and of delivering their weapons, even in
bad weather, with an accuracy comparable
to our own. In the air defence role,
Foxbat E (MIG-25) is now based in 'East
Germany; and the Russian "F-18 ski," (MIG
29) the Fulcrum, is likely to be deployed
forward within the next two years. The
(SU27) Flanker, which looks similar to the
U. S. F-15, may also appear it the forward
area before too long.42

* L

The fourth generation fighters mentioned above, the MIG 29

and SU27, both have look-down, shoot-down radar, a
technology based upon Soviet access to the F-14's radar

43system in Iran. In short, Soviet Air Force capabilities

can no longer be characterized as short-legged, day only,
bt 6 ~~~~44 Gnrl e le

with marginal crew training standards. Genera] Law Allen

Jr., former U. S. Air Force Chief of Staff, summed up the

narrowing technology gap when he stated, "We now see a

'.* shift wherein this force is becoming more potent with a

significant offensive striking capability with ranges that

cause the U. K. no longer to be regarded as a sanctuary,
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and with a capability of at least doing some attacking in

night and bad weather conditions." 4 5

% The ability of NATO's forces to provide ground

support to the maneuver commander would probably depend

upon their ability to survive the air attacks and ground

46based air defenses of the Warsaw Pact. William P. Mako

stated in a 1983 study for the Brookings Institution that

. because NATO has fewer airfields and aircraft shelters

than the Warsaw Pact, it would probably be at some dis-

advantage in waging its counterair campaign, however ...

"NATO has been deploying new fighters, such as the F-15

- and F-16; <and> . . . airborne warning and coitrol

systems (AWACS) are expected to give NATO a consideranle

advantage in battle management." 4 7

The Airborne Warning and Control System, an

"integral part of the Tactical Air Control System, causes

problems for Soviet air operations. As of late 1984, 12
of the 18 E-3A AWACS planned for NATO had been delivered.

According to James H. Hansen in an 1984 article published

in International Defense Review, "Cruising over the

western part of West Germany, AWACS can detect

low-altitude targets deep in East German and Czechoslovak

airspace. It can detect higher targets almost to the

western borders of the USSR according to press reports.

Accordingly, AWACS can help to deny the Soviet/Pact air

fem4 9forces the element of surprise in mounting attacks."
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NATO does still enjoy a narrowing margin of -vera.!

electronic superiority and probably had greater

flexibility in comand and control in combat conditions.

.1 Any attempt to assess the conventional balance

between NATO and the Warsaw Pact using comparisons of

combat units or technological capabilities contains a

large amount of uncertainty.51 There are numerous, dynamic

characteristics that make a clear-cut advantage difficult

to evaluate; to name a few: doctrine, training, morale,

geographical advantage, leadership, initiative, quality of

52equipment and units, and logistical support. William P.

Mako also succinctly addresses this problem in his 1984

- .* Brookings study:

Projections based upon a range of expert
opinion about the military potential of
both NATO and the Warsaw Pact forces
indicate that neither side could count on
achieving a decisive numerical edge. Under
these circumstances, the outcome of a

conflict could well hinge on factors other
% than numbers of troops and weapons. In
4. *,some areas, such as air power, NATO seems

to enjoy advantages that could compensate
for numerical shortcomings in ground

7I combat power.b3

The essence of this discussion is that although

the Pact may be somewhat numerically superior, neither

side really has a clear-cut advantage. It is our ability

to cordLuct. joint AirLand warfare that will decide the

K outcome of some futu,e conflict. Tables 4-1 and 4-2, from

the 1984 book NATO 'nder Attack, supp,',.Y- this assertion by
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Sooviding an interesting comparison between numbers and

54S:echnulogy. During World War II the operationally

cieficient French were defeated by German forces that were

inferior in most categories of numbers and technology. The

j. S. and NATO must counter what may be Soviet advantages

* by a superior joint operational doctrine. This superior

joint operational doctrine is fundamental to battlefield

success in the resource constrained, political environment

within which democracies exist.

The balance, in numbers and technology, in the
"* battle of France, 1940.

France Germany Advantage held by

Numbers
Men 3,500,000 2,800,000 France (loser)
Tanks 3,800 2,574 France (loser)
Aircraft 2,100 3,000 Germany (victor)
Antitank guns 12,600 12,800 Indecisive

"Technology
Tanks SOMUA PzKW III France (loser)b
Aircraft Bloch152 Mel09 Germany (victop)
Antitank guns 47mm 37mm France (loser)

V a. Includes French, British, Dutch, and Belgian ground/K air forces in northeastern France and the Low Countries.
• >" b. In terms of tank-versus-tank combat.

2 c. In terms of armor penetration versus opposing enemy
tank armor.

Table 4-2
*. J
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The balance, in numbers and technology, in a future

conventional war in Central Europe.

NATO Warsaw Pact Advantage held by

Numbers
Men 00a 899 ob Pact
Tanks 7,000c 20 ,00. Pact
Aircraft 2,251 950 Pact
Antitank Large Lacqe IndecigiVee

weapons
Antiaircraft Moderate Large Pact

weapons

Technology
1. ±nks M60 T62 Indecisive
Aircraft F4 MiG 21 NATO

Antitankw TOW, LAW SAGGER, RPG indecisive
weapl,2'!Ez

An t ia.i •caft ROLAND, ZSU-23/4 Indecisive
weapons MARDER

J,. loes not Lnulude French forces.
, b. Znc]udes East German, ?olish, &zech, and Soviet
-* fote• , those countries in peacetime.

"• nct include French tanks.
,. Includes tactical bombers, fighter bombezs, fighter

" nterceotors, and reconnaissance aircraft. From Inter-
natio3nal institute for Strategic Studies, The Military
Balkance 1979-1980 (London, 1979), p. 11.

e. Both sides emphasize antitank weapons. The defensive
strategic stance of NATO is reflected in the greater
numbers of helicopter (TOW and fixed-wing aircraft
"(A-10iGAU-8) antitank weapons.

• " Table 4-3

V.
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CORPS OPERATIONS - AN OVERVIEW

It is the army commander's campaign plan that

"provides the concept of operations and objectives which

will allow the corps commander to put his own plans in

perspective vis-a-vis the overall army objective and the

operations of adjacent corps. Corps operations will

require the synchronization of air and ground combat

56power. That is why the corps commander must understand

the overall air campaign plan, the overall theater

interdiction campaign plan, and the resultant, expected

apportionment of air resources. The allocation and use of

air combat power by the army commander must fit within

*. both the objectives of the various corps campaign plans

"and the objectives of the joint force commander's theater

campaign plan. The army commander's intent must be clearly

W.' communicated to the corps commanders. The corps commander

must understand how his corps fits into the army's mission

in support of theater goals and how the army commander

visualizes mission accomplishment.

". Corps operations, therefore, are conducted in con-

-. 57sonance with the army commander's campaign plan. Current

doctrinal thinking and objective realities posit that

corps campaigns, such as would be conducted in Central

Europe, generally consist of sequential phases which can

be described as defensive, offensive, and exploitation. 5 8

-C•
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National strategy, such as our forward defense in Europe,

? dictates that the initial phase of a campaign would be

* operationally defensive. The objective of this phase is to

vv reduce the tempo of the attacking force, to create an

opportunity for offensive action(s), and to force the
• 59

enemy to change his plan. Once the attacker's tempo is

disrupted, and he is forced to alter plans, the corps has

an opportunity to regain the initiative and to force

60further enemy reaction. The tbjective of the offensive

phase is to sustain the initiative by rendering the

61"enemy's first operational echelon combat ineffective.

During the exploitation phase, operational maneuver is

conducted to accomplish army level objectives in

consonance with the army commander's campaign plan. There-

fore, each phase of the campaign plan must be designed to

accomplish sequential objectives which build upon one

K .another to accomplish the corps mission as assigned by the

army commander. Additionally, each separate phase of the

campaign plan is conducted with the understanding that the

rear, close, and deep battles ae "inextricably linked."62

The Operational Concept For Corps Deep Battle describes

a this relationship:

The key to this relationship between rear,
close and deep battles is to avoid
sub-optimization of any one region, and to
allocate resources and establish
priorities with the objective of the over-
all plan in mind . . .63
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To fight and. win, the corps commander must be able to

synchronize his combat power in time and space as dictated

by the flow of the battle. This synchronization of combat

power is the corps commander's primary task; he must

isolate and focus his efforts on the deep threat.64 Table

4-4 illustrates the focus of each echelon of command and

the depth of the battlefield in terms of the time that

enemy formations are beyond the FLOT. 6 5

AREAS OF INFLUENCE/INTEREST

TIME BEYOND FLOT (HRS)

LEVEL ENEMY
OF COMMAND INFLUENCE INTEREST ECHELON OF PRIME CONCERN

BATTALION 3 12 Lead Regts of Attacking
ist ECH Divs

P BRIGADE 12 24 1st & 2d ECH Regts (1st
ECH Div)

DIVISION 24 72 1st ECH Div of ist ECH
Army

CORPS 72 96 2d ECH Div of 1st ECH
Army

- Failure to achieve the required depth on the battlefield
' results in insufficient space and time to plan for and

conduct proactive operations.

> " :Table 4-4

4'

°N
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The army and corps campaign plans must counter the

"two Soviet characteristics of aggressive offensive

66orientation and numerical superiority. These campaigns

plans must be proactive. Actions must alter the Soviet

troop control and decision process, which essentially

means disrupting rollow-on forces, to cause the enemy to

react to our actions. Figure 4-4 provides a summary of the

analysis process that the corps commander and his staff

67
* might use to develop their proactive campaign plan. The

*5 proactive options that arrive as output consider friendly

means against enemy responses.68 The object is to counter

the enemy's ability to interfere with each proposed

friendly course of action.

ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES

INPUTSPROCEI OUTPUT

f Gk LA.H ALTERNATIVE RLESHED O•T ALTIERNATMF

!NEM CEP~OF OPERATION CONCEPTS of OOERATION

RELEVANT MI DIFT ALT TO I DESCRIBE OPTION~4~~N5LNHN~E ~ ____CO~RE SPONO!Nn
NE 4 NS ENHANCE TO REDUCE TARGET ATTACK

j ro, L S CNSS I TUjE C REQUIREMAENTS
%• ~~~~ITRFERENCE••S NTR;RLC

, . _IME DOLS.0. o MEANS
FRIENDLY R •IOUCE TIMER - OPERATIONAL * l!WE
rRIENDLY :fouRED fOR TEMP"ATES

ILIRhATIVtP OECISION L - C*M " COST
CONCEPTS EXECUTION IEMUPLATES

""i .ALTER SPA~TIAL * E N RISE"OPERATIONS ALTERASPI AL I IIANS

ASPECT BEEfC- - FIRE$
mo'.y -- IACAIR

MANEUVER - DEEPTION L Y

S•t...'7F'gure4-
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To be successfully proactive, the corps commander

and his G3 both during planning and during the course of

the battle must continually ask themselves five basic

questions:

- Where are we tactically?

- Where are we operationally?

- Where are we relative to the higher HQ plan?

- What is the most dangerous thing that the

enemy can to do us that would prevent accom-

plishment of the corps mission?

- Given the above, what opportunities are there

that can be exploited to achieve the corps

operational mission?

The outputs from the above analysis will result in

- decisions regarding: forces, times, priorities, and

locations.

"The corps is the level of command where

. " ~information from national systems and tactical systems is

Scombined to form an accurate intelligence picture of the

70
threat in depth. As indicated in Figure 4-4, the corps

uses this information both to plan future operations and

*i to disrupt follow-on forces while the battle at the FLOT

is underway. According to FM 32-20, Military Intelligence

Group, in the corps area of influence the corps commander,

to plan and conduct a proactive campaign, must have the

• ,.locations of "enemy division and army command posts, NBC
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delivery systems, radioelectronic combat units, logistic

installations, communications, and frontal aviation
71

operations centers." Although specific capabilities are

classified, the corps obtains this information from a

72"variety of sources:

- Subordinate divisions.

- Armored cavalry regiments.

- Corps MI units.

- Adjacent corps.

Tactical air reconnaissance.

- Echelons above corps.

- National systems.

Therefore, the corps must integrate information from all

sources to conduct a successfully proactive campaign.
). l

Generally, because of current capabilities, information

that the corps receives beyond its area of influence will

be provided by higher headquarters or national systems.

Finally, the result of the intelligence effort

must be to determine where, when, and in what strength the

main attack will occur. The corps campaign plan must shape

the battle at the FLOT so that the campaign can become

proactive and proceed logically to its offensive and

exploitation phases. The significant point when

considering the synchronization of air and ground combat

based upon intelligence information is target value analy-

sis.73 The value of a given set of targets or enemy

4L
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capabilities is a function of their ability to influence

the corps campaign at a given point in time and space.

This is why AirLand warfare must be jointly conducted in

consonance with the overall operational goals in the

context of the theater campaign plan. Without the joint

employment of forces in accordance with a single

operational concept, we greatly reduce our ability to

synchronize our combat power against high value target

sets.

CENTRAL EUROPE - AN OVERVIEW

The lack of depth in the central region has a

great influence on current campaign planning. According to

U. S. Ground Forces and the Defense of Central Europe,

"The lack of depth in the region discourages plans for

' wide-ranging defensive maneuvers of the kind the Germans

executed in Russia during World War II": ,

From the East German border to Hamburg is less
than 40 kilometers.

- From the East German border to the Rhine-Ruhr
industrial area is less than 150 kilometers.

- From the East German border to Frankfurt is
approximately 100 kilometers. ,

- Thirty percent of the West German population
and 25 percent of its industrial base is within
100 kilometers of the border.
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This strategy of forward defense is inherently risky. The

Commander of Northern Army Group has stated that he has

been ordered to defend "as far to the east as possible." 7 5

This forward defense with a lack of operational depth

76increases the risk of penetration and encirclement. How-

ever, any attempt to change this overall strategy would be

politically unfeasible within NATO.77 Therefore, because

of this theater's geographical characteristics, the

synchronized use of air forces in consonance with the army

"campaign plan becomes even more important. The projection

of air power through counter air, air interdiction, close

air support and battlefield air interdiction can add

operational depth to the battlefield. The synchronized

execution of AirLand warfare is an absolute necessity,

especially in a theater with a forward defensive

orientation and a lack of operational depth.

CONCEPTUAL BATTLE SCENARIO - OVERVIEW

)

The following scenario describes various air and

ground AirLand warfare situations that could occur during

the three phases of a corps campaign. The graphics and

situations posited are based upon the illustrative example

contained in the Operational Concept for Corps Deep

Battle.78 As such, the situations and criteria for

operational effectiveness are descriptive in nature, and
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not the result of a battle simulation. A battle simulation
N

would align forces, "fight" the battle, and produce

results that are somewhat empirical. This discussion, how-

ever, based upon the material previously presented in this

paper, examines the possible battlefield implications of

our current joint principles and procedures. The principal

focus of this examination is:

- Air apportionment.

- Mission vice target lists.

- Use of the RIPL (Reconnaissance and
Interdiction Planning Line).

The criteria used to evaluate the above issues are:

- Responsiveness to corps commander's ability to
synchronize combat power on the battlefield.

- Ability to support the air component
commander's overall air campaign plan.

- Ability of the air campaign plan to support the
goals of the theater campaign plan.

THE SCENARIO

The situation and army commander's concept

"follows:

The scenario begins on 15 December 198 with an

attacking Soviet front approaching a deployed blue army

somewhere in Central Europe. The PLOT has stabilized as

indicated on Figure 4-5. Relative air parity has existed

* . to date. Intelligence collection efforts from a variety of

.4 B.
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sources and the subsequent analysis of data indicates that

the front's main effort will be in the zone of the 85th

Division, with a probable secondary effort in the zone of

the 23d Division. The attacking front contains three

armies, two combined arms armies in the first echelon and

a follow-on tank army in the second echelon. A frontal OMG

has not been identified.

The First Allied Army, which consists of !I Corps

and IV Corps, is defending as indicated in Figure 4-5.

VIII Corps, positioned in depth in the army sector, is the

army operational reserve. II Corps, on the left, consists

of the 85th Mechanized Division, the 21st Infantry

Division (Light), and the 60th Armored Division as the

corps operational reserve. IV Corps, on the right,

consists of the 23d Light Infantry Division, the 40th

Mechanized Division, and has no operational reserve.

Fourth Allied Tactical Air Force, which is the coequal air

component fighting with First Allied Army, has E3-A AWACS

aircraft operating as part of its Tactical Air Control

System. To date, communications between the Corps, First

Allied Army, and Fourth Allied Tactical Air Force have

been effective.

The Army Commander's concept of operations is

based upon the objectives of the Joint Force Commander's

* theater campaign plan. The Joint Force Commander has

ordered the First Allied Army to render the attacking
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front combat ineffective and seize the key line of

"communication center at objective 4. This supports the

operations of the adjacent army and places the theater in

an excellent position to defeat the Soviet follow-on

fronts. The Army Commander's three phased campaign plan

concept follows:

- Initially, First Allied Army defends; the

-. purpose of which is to create an opportunity for offensive

. action and to force the enemy to shift the intended employ-

ment of his follow-on tank army to the east into the IV

Corps sector. First Allied Army must control the battle at

the FLOT. IV Corps will delay for 48 hours back to PL

Tiger and hold at PL Tiger. This will cause the enemy to

reinforce success and shift the focus of his main effort.

Since this will not be a linear battlefield, corps

commanders may allow penetrations of PL Tiger to execute

their corps campaign plans. The important point is that

.*'. the army show unyielding strength in the (West) II Corps

sector and exploitable weakness in the (East) IV Corps

sector.

- Once the enemy ;hifts the focus of his main

heffort toward the IV Corps sector, II Corps will have the

opportunity to destroy the first echelon combined arms

army through operational maneuver.

'Ir.

I' .
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- Exploiting success, II Corps and VIII Corps

will envelop the second echelon tank army and seize the

key communications network at objective 4.

IV CorDs:

- Conduct defensive operations in zone.

- Delay for 48 hours back to PL Tiger. Hold at

Tiger.

II Corps:

- Initially defend the sector.

- Conduct operational maneuver to render the 2d

echelon divisions of the ist echelon combined arms army

combat ineffective.

- Control key terrain at objective 3.

- Be prepared to exploit success to objective 4.

Z Be prepared to pass VIII Corps to the south of

objective 3. On order, follow and support the VIII Corps

exploitation to secure objective 4.

VIII Corps:

- On order conduct offensive operations through

II Corps sector to envelop and destroy the 2d echelon tank

army.

"- Be prepared to continue the exploitation toward

objective 4.

The Commander of the Fourth Allied Tactical Air

"Force has outlined his air campaign as follows:
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The mission of the Fourth Allied Tactical Air

Force is to defeat the attack of enemy forces, both air

and ground, as far to the east as possible. The objectives

in support of this mission are to obtain air superiority,

"protect friendly command and control, maximize air support

to the army component, and maintain a friendly nuclear

capability. Therefore, the initial response of the Fourth

Allied Tactical Air Force is to provide for the defense of

NATO air bases by achieving either general or limited air

superiority by defeating phase one of the Soviet

offensive, the air operation. Once air superiority is

achieved to a degree that will allow an acceptable amount

of operational freedom, dual mission capable aircraft will

be increasingly re-roled to perform other missions. Based

upon coordination with the First Allied Army Commander,

Fourth Allied Tactical Air Force will recommend air

"apportionment to the AAFCE (Allied Air Forces Central

A"'. Europe) Commander that provides for both the maintenance

of air superiority and supports the critical ground

maneuver of II Corps and VIII Corps. The purpose of the

theater air interdiction campaign is to slow, disrupt, and

delay follow-cn forces by the interdiction of reserve

forces, transportation nodes, communication facilities,

supply points, and industrial facilities. It is essentidl

that Fourth Allied Tactical Air Force synchronize its air

interdiction campaign based upon the ability of high value

A.
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target sets to influence both the theater and army ground

campaign plans.

CONCEPTUAL BATTLE SCENARIO - DISCUSSION

The remainder of this discussion will examine the

joint operational effectiveness of II Corps.

Phase I. Thirty hours prior to the commencement of

operations, the II Corps Commander received a confirmation

of the sorties available. The contemporary principles and

procedures contained in J-SAK and practiced in Central

European NATO to arrive at this allocation would have been

fundamentally different.

J-SAK:

- The J-SAK principle of air apportionment would

have the Air Component Commander responsible for the

entire theater interdiction campaign.

- Targeting is a continuous, dynamic process. II

Corps forwarded its request for BAI targets to the BCE

approximately 30 hours prior to the start of operations.

The Fourth Allied Tactical Air Force Commander and his

staff, the TACC, then prioritized their targets in

accordance with the objectives of the theater air campaign

and in coordination with the Ground Component (through the

BCE).

.1*•
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- The Fourth Allied Tactical Air Force Commander

decided to or.er the combat aircraft allocated for II

Corps BAI missions to delay the 1st Combined Arms Army's

second echelon divisions north of the corpb TSCL for 24

hours. This would present a picture of unyielding strength

in the II Corps sector and separate enemy units at the

FLOT from their follow-on forces, thereby reducing the

tempo of these attacking forces.

- Since the Air Component Commander is

responsible for the theater air interdiction campaign,

there was no use made of a planning line, such as the

RIPL, within which the corps would focus its intelligence

collection assets, planning efforts, and target analysis

to synchronize combat power according to the Corps

Commander's campaign plan.

- There was no joint planning at the operational

level. There was joint coordination and consultation at

the component level. However, the army component and air

component coordinated through subordinate staffs, the BCE

and TACC.

NATO:

- The air apportionment decision recognized the

principle of Offensive Air Support. Therefore, the I!

Corps Commander was responsible for the joint air and

ground force planning for the use of BAI and V

reconnaissance (RECCE) against high value target sets. The

- '½
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Corps Commander would designate, not recommend, the attack

of BAI targets.

- The Corps Commander and his Staff used the RIPL

to focus their BAI efforts.

"- The Army Group and Tactical Air Force Staffs

are collocated; therefore, joint planning was conducted at

the operational level, since II Corps in Phase I was

basically conducting a tactical operation.

Discussion:

The successful execution of Phase I depended upon

a myriad of factors. The Army Commander's campaign plan,

which intended to show strength in the west and relative

weakness for the east, required subtle execution and a

closely coordinated syrchronization of available combat
V 4.

power. Since one of the main concerns of the Joint Force

Commander was the threat air operation, he approved the

recommendation of the Air Component Commander to apportion

the majority of the tactical air effort into the roles of

counte air and defensive counter air in an attempt to

defeat the threat air and attain air superiority. The

Joint Force Commander approved the plans of the Ist Allied .

Army Commander and, as such, intended to commit available

resources for execution. The Army Commander ensured that

his subordinate Corps Commanders understood his intent and

did not focus only on the threat in their corps sectors.
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Phase II and III.

Phase I was successful. The counter air campaign

through solid intelligence collection, good early warning,

and the concentration of air resources defeated the

initial Soviet air operation ad local air superiority was

obtained. II Corps controlled the battle at the FLOT. The

II Corps Commander was abLe to synchronize the BAI assets

he had available to sl•w, delay, and disrupt the second

echelon divisions. The Soviet front commander, sensing

weakness in the east, decided to alter his plan and have

the 3d TanK Army follow the 2d Combined Arms Army to

exploit success (rsee Figure 4-6).

On 17 December 198 , the II Corps Commander

seized a "window of opportunity" and ordered 60th Armored

Division to counterattack. The counterattack by the 60th

Armored Division to destroy the 2d echelon divisions and

control the key terrain at objective 3, was the priority,

operatioual effort for the First Allied Army. The IV Corps

Commander, familiar with the Army Commander's intent, knew I
that the air effort would be weighted in II Corps' favor.

Although local air superiority had been obtained, the

Fourth Allied Air Force Commander still had to maintain a

somewhat reduced counter air and defensive counter air

effort. The Army Commander, concerned about IV Corps'

ability to hold at Tiger, was anxious to follow the

success of 60th Armored Division with the VIII Corps
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exploitation. Once again, J-SAK and Central European

i.~ NATO's principles and procedures would have been fundamen-

tally different:

J-SAK:

The Air Component Commander was responsible for

planning the interdiction efforts in support of the maneu-

ver of the 60th Armored Division. The BCE received the

corps BAI and AI target lists c., 15 December and

continuously updated the lists as new information was

4received. The Fourth Tactical Air Force and First Allied

Army coordinated through the BCE/TACC concerning the

synchronization of combat power in support of this

operation. The BAI targets were part of the theater inter-

diction campaign; therefore, the Air Component Commander

was the approval authority. The Corps Commander assigned

II Corps the majority of Close Air Support (CAS) sorties.

- Because this deep maneuver would create highly

"fluid situations, the Corps Commander requested that the

air component accept the mission of interdicting key road

networks to cause confusion and prevent the second echelon

divisions from maneuvering against the 60th Armored

Division.

- During the exploitation phase, the priority of

air effort would shift to VIII Corps. Although the VIII

Corps Commander had identified tentative BAI targets, he

had no definitive guidance concerning where to focus his
.4o
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BAI planning efforts because the Air Component Commander

was responsible for the entire air interdiction campaign.

As a result, there was no definitive area within which to

focus planning efforts.

NATO:

- As the Army main effort, II Corps received the

majority of Offensive Air Support. The II Corps Commander,

focusing on the operational maneuver of the 60th Armored

Division, planned his BAI sorties to synchronize the maxi-

mum amount of combat power against the second echelon

threat divisions.

- A series of phase lines were established that

"served as on order RIPLs. This enabled the corps to focus

its BAI planning efforts in conji'nction with the "decision

triggers" necessary for the maneuver of the 60th Armored

Division. Additionally, during Phase III, the on order

RIPLs allowed a smooth air power transition as VIII Corps

passed through Il Corps and continued to exploit north.

The RIPL was an additional control measure that enabled

the VIII Corps Commander and Staff to focus their planning
V ,

efforts.

Discussion:

The defeat of the Soviet front in Phases II and

SIII was the result. of an aggressive AirLand warfare army

campaign conducted in consonance with theater objectives.

Many variables influenced the outcome of this proactive

.4'
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campaign. The air and ground coordination necessary to

conduct the division and corps deep maneuver was highly

intensive. The entire ground campaign plan hinged on the

ability of the air component to obtain at least local air

superiority thereby allowing ground formations the freedom

to maneuver without significant tactical air threat inter-

ference. Once air superiority was obtained, air and ground

forces fought together under a single operational concept

to achieve the campaign goals.

"JOINT DOCTRINAL IMPLICATIONS

The following section briefly examines the joint

"doctrinal implications of J-SAK vice NATO as described in

the preceding scenario according to the follcwing,

previously mentioned, criteria:
* - responsiveness to corps commander's ability to

"synchronize combat power on the battlefield.

*: - Ability to support the air component commander's

overall air campaign plan.

- Ability of the air campaign plan to support the

goals of the theater campaign plan.

J-SAK:

- Responsiveness to Corps Commanders ability to

synchronize combat power on the battlefield:

,-
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The Air Component Commander was responsible for

the entire theater interdiction campaign. According to

J-SAK, air interdiction planning and execution is the

responsibility of the air component commander. Since the

theater interdiction campaign includes both NORTHG and

CENTAG, the responsiveness to a single corps commander's

ability to synchronize combat power on the battlefield was

dysfunctional and depended upon perfectly communicated

intentions across the spectrum of multi-corps operations.

Mission type orders (auftragstaktik) to the Fourth

Allied Tactical Air force were fundamental to success.

Without a certain amount of mission execution by the air

component, the complicated procedures for passage of

interdiction target lists and their approval would have to

function almost perfectly to result in the effective .,.

synchronization of combat power. Furthermore, the time-lag

between target passage and target attack in a fluid
situation would only serve to de-synchronize the effects

of combat power. .

- Ability to support the air component commander's

overall air campaign plan:

The principles and procedures outlined in J-SAK

would appear to effectively support the air component com-

mander's overall air campaign plan. However, without joint

operational planning it is doubtful that the theater

commander's intention could be effectively translated

SJk
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into a cohesive plan suitable for multi-army group/corps

"operations.

- Ability of the air campaign plan to support the

goals of the theater campaign plan:

The theater campaign plan provides the single

operational concept upon which joint forces are employed.

Since there is no land component commander in Central

Europe, the air component commander (Allied Air Forces

Central Europe) has no headquarters with which to jointly

plan operations. Therefore, the air component (AAFCE) may

"issue operational guidance to subordinate Air Forces based

upon one interpretation of the theater commander's

intentions while the army groups interpret somewhat

"* - differently the same intentions. Since J-SAK provides for

joint coordination and consultation below the joint fotce

commander level, air and ground operations may not be

synchronized with a single operational concept. The

benefits derived through joint planning do not exist.

Therefore, the abilities of the joint force to synchronize

combat power are reduced.

NATO:

- Responsiveness to Corps Commander's ability to

"synchronize combat power on the battlefield:

Because BAI %, i part of offensive air support

(OAS) and not part of AI, the air component commander was

not responsible for the entire theater interdiction
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campaign. In this multi-coros environment, the corps

commanders had the ability to designate BAI targets that

would support their campaign plans. In a resource con-

strained theater, this allowed the corps commanders to

focus their interdiction planning efforts and to synch-

ronize the employment of combat power in time and space

according to a single operational concept.

Without mission-type target execution

(auftragstaktik) by the Fourth Allied Air Force, the

procedures established for BAI target identification and

BAI target list passage had to function perfectly. In a

fluid combat environment "target list procedures" may not

provide the responsiveness necessary to disrupt, delay, or

ý.-' destroy enemy follow-on forces.

The use of the RIPL fit within the context of

offensive air support. It provided a means by which the

BAI and AI planning efforts could be separated, thus

avoiding duplication of eifort. Furthermore, as previously

mentioned, the RIPL allowed the II Corps Commander to

focus his BAI planning efforts to synchronize combat power

in consonance with the operational concept. However, with
P r.

the use of the RIPL as a planning and control measure, the

First Allied Army Commander had to ensure that his corps

commanders did not focus ther BAI target interest only

within their areas of influence. The Army Commander had to

also ensure, through joint planning with the Fourth Allied
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Tactical Air Force Commander, that the individual corps

BAI targets mutually supported adjacent corps and were

integrated into the theater interdiction campaign. Without

the use of the RIPL there would have been no definitive

division of BAI area responsibility. Furthermore, BAI

would have been much more difficult to synchronize in sup-

port of the maneuver of the 60th Armored Division and VIII

Corps.

- Ability to support the air component commander's

overall air campaign plan:

The Fourth Allied Tactical Air Force was assigned

the mission of defeating the attack of enemy forces, both

air and ground, as far to the east as possible. The objec-

tives of obtaining air superiority, protecting friendly

command and control, maximizing air support to the army

component, and maintaining a friendly nuclear capability

required a functional concept jointly planned to achieve

the campaign objectives of the Theater Commander. The col-

location of First Allied Army and Fourth Allied Tactical

"Air Force Headquarters was fundamental to the success of

this operation. Additionally, the Army Commander, because

of the joint air and ground planning at his level, had the

ability to provide available BAI sorties to his

subordinate corps in consonance with his campaign plan.

Joint planning, collocation of headquarters, and the abil- " *

ity to synchronize air and ground forces through a

*" , S
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thoroughly coordinated interdiction campaign allowed the

air component commander the flexibility to effectively

concentrate his combat power.

- Ability of the air campaign plan to support the

goals of the theater campaign plan:

The Central European theater is structured

basically as it was during World War II. There are two

Army Group Headquarters, each of which fights with a

coequal and interdependent Allied Air Force. There is no

land component commander; however, there is an air

component commander (AAFCE) much the same as existed

during the initial phases of the Second World War's

European Campaign. Granted, things have become more

"complicated in Central Europe's multi-national coalition

"environment, but the basic structure remains the same as

it did forty years ago. Currently, the theater commander

issues broad guidance that is translated into operational

campaign plans at the Army Group/Allied Tactical Air Force

level. NATO principles and procedures recognize that the

theater commander cannot possibly micro-manage daily air

apportionment decisions. Furthermore, it also recognizes

that the air component commander cannot possibly

micro-manage the interdiction effort for the entire

theater. The theater commander's broad air priority

guidance and campaign plan proviJes the tasis upon whichwI
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the Army Group and Allied Tactical Air Force Commanders \

formulate their plans.

In the preceding scenario, the air campaign plan N

was functionally designed to support the goals of the

theater commander. The counter air and interdiction

efforts provided the concentration of combat power in con-

sonance with the First Allied Army campaign plan. Offen-

sive air support provided the II Corps Commander the

ability to synchronize combat power in support of his

operational plan. However, the presence of an air

component headquarters without a coequal lar.d component

headquarters could be dysfunctional without a clear

understaneing by the AAFCE Commander regarding the Joint

Force Commander's intent.

CRITERIA FOR OPERATICNAL EFFECTIVENESS

b-Success of the counter air campaign and the

ability to maintain at least local air superiority was

fundamental.

The complexity of this operation points to the

fact that joint planning at the army level was probably

necessary to conduct this functional AirLand warfare

multi-corps campaign. Without the collocation of Fourth

Tactical Air Force and First Allied Army staffs, coordina-

tion and communication of intent would have to be "text
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book style" for success. Battle attrition and L

"communications loss, which are just two of the many

frictions of war, would have greatly reduced First Allied

Army's ability to operate in fast moving, fluid,

multi-corps situations where coordination was conducted

through a TACC/BCE, IAW J-SAK procedures.

-The First Allied Army Commander's campaign plan

was the basis of the entire corps operation. The Army Com-

mander had to ensure that his Corps Commanders did not . -

focus only on their corps areas of interest. Rather, they (
had to plan with a perspective vis-a-vis the army plan.

The necessity for the Fourth Allied Tactical Air

Force Commander, First Allied Army Commander, and II Corps

Commander to understand completely the Joint Force

Commander's goals were also fundamental.

- The First Allied Army Commander, to request air

"support realistically and plan his ground campaign, had to

understand the Fourth Allied Tactical Air Force

Commander's campaign plan and how the two fit together

according to the Joint Force Commander's concept. V.

- The ability of the II Corps Commander to

effectively synchronize air and ground combat power in

accordance with his campaign plan was crucial to success.

During Phase I, the II Corps Commander used the limited

BAI sorties that he received to slow, delay, and disrupt

Ik
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the second echelon divisions of the first echelon army.

Since the priority of effort was directed toward the coun-

ter air campaign, the BAI sorties available were

synchronized against high value target sets.

- The cooperation and mutual understanding of air

and ground forces greatly increased their operational

effectiveness. The acceptance of mission oriented air

requests by the air component was fundamental to their

ability to successfully accomplish the objectives of the

air campaign plan.

SUMMARY

%' Chapter Four initially examined the organizational

levels at which joint planning is coordinated and

determined that the combat radius of aircraft, which is a

main determinant in their ability to concentrate on the

battlefield in support of an operational concept, is not

logically connected to the level at which the joint

employment of this resource is pl nned, As a second step,

the threat overview concluded that the difference between

the U. S. and Soviet approach is fundamental; the Soviet

operational level commander does not have a coequal air

"commander with whom coordination must be made. Because

Soviet air and ground forces are both subordinate to the



operational dictates of the front commander, the necessity

for U. S. joint doctrine to effectively integrate air and

ground operations, thereby overcoming its inherently

dysfunctional nature, has greatly increased. As a third

step, the brief overview of corps operations posited that

Army and Corps campaigns must counter the two Soviet

characteristics of aggressive offensive orientation and

numerical superiority. Actions must alter the Soviet troop

control and decision process, which essentially means dis-

rupting follow-on forces, to cause the enemy to react to

our actions. Finally, Chapter Four deduced the criteria

for operational effectiveness necessary to fight and win

on the modern battlefield. These criteria are not

procedurally oriented; rather, they are fundamental

principles applicable to modern AirLand warfare. Without

air and ground agreement concerning the fundamental joint

principles necessary to fight and win issues such as air

apportionment, joint planning levels, mission vice target

lists, and the use of the RIPL (Reconnaissance and

Interdiction Planning Line) will continue unresolved in

our joint doctrinal thinking. In short, the use of

procedures to conduct AirLand warfare in the absence of

agreement concerning fundamental joint principles is a

dysfunctional approach to the issue.

The historical model examined in Chapter Two is

fact. The essence of this argument then becomes which of
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our current principles and procedures based upon the World

War II criteria and the modern operational scenario

criteria are most applicable to modern AirLand warfare.

Chapter Five, therefore, concludes this paper with a I

discussion concerning the adequacy or inadequacy of our

doctrine to support AirLand warfare at the operational

level of war.

.~
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CHAPTER FIVE

This chapter reviews, in summary form, the gist of

the argument developed so far and provides this author's

answer to the question.

"In a 1984 article, "Targeting Soviet Forces,"

Lieutenant Colonel Donald M. Mercer stated in simple terms

the problem facing our joint doctrinal thinkers, "The suc-

cess of AirLand battle hinges on attacking the critical

elements ýr: enemy formations with the maximum means avail-

able in the minimum amount of time.''I A recurring theme

throughout this paper has been that to achieve this

synchronization of AirLand forces the U. S. Army and U. S.

Air Force must practice a joint doctrine that enables them

to concentrate the maximum amount of combat power based

upon an operational concept at the decizive point in time

and space against enemy forces. Therefore, in support of

this theme, the central question examined in this paper

has been: Focusing on the concrol and use of air power, to

what extent do current U. S. Army and U. S. Air Force

principles and procedures provide for the effective

conduct of AirLand warfare at the operational level of war

under modern conditions?

Chapter Two examined how the AirLand warfare prin-

ciple of coequal and interdependent air and ground forces

developed in World War II. The principles and procedures

'I
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developed in North Africa through experience, and

.- solidified with the publication of FM 100-20, were proven

to be operationally sound. Practical men had developed a

workable solution to the problem of operational joint doc-

trine for air and ground forces. They designed a system

that would gain air superiority as a first priority and

then attack targets in consonance with a campaign plan.

The most significant criteria that caused the AirLand cam-

paigns to succeed, as established in Chapter Two, were:

- Air and ground organizations were structured to
support the fundamental concept of air

"* superiority while taking into account the air
% force flexibility to concentrate combat power

rapidly.

- Headquarters were collocated at the operational
level (army/tactical air command).

- The interface of the air and ground component
-: commanders was at the field army/tactical air

command level because the SYSTEM WAS
ORGANIZATIONALLY DESIGNED TO SUPPORT AIRLAND
WARFARE AT THE OPERATIONAL LEV____FL.

The air/ground interdependent and coequal system, as oriq-

: inally designed by General Bernard Montgomery and

reflected in FM 100-20 was intended to function at the

operational level of war. Montgomery summarized in a few

"words how he solved the air/ground coordination and

cooperation problem:

"-' All that is required is that the two
staffs should work together at the same HQ
in complete harmony, and with complete
mutual understanding and confidence.2

- t -fftf t . . . . . . . f i. . . &,'.*-,...
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Chapter Two concluded that our current air and ground com-

"mand and control organizational arrangements and relation-

ships were built upon the principles and procedures estab-

lished in the Second World War.

Chapter Three examined our current joint AirLard

warfare doctrine, as established by the J-SAK, and the

significant conceptual differences that exist between this

doctrine and the "unofficial" doctrine of NATO's Allied

Air Forces Central Europe (AAFCE). The J-SAK, most signif-

icantly, establishes that.

- The land component commander and air component
commander consult and coordinate with each
other. They command coequal and interdependent
forces.

- The air component provides close combat support
(close air support). He provides general support
(counter air and air interdiction) by the
maintenance of air superiority and interdiction.

- Battlefield Air Interdiction is a subapportion-
ment of air interdiction and not. a separate
effort.

- The Tactical Air Control Center and Battlefield
Control Element conduct consultation and
coordination. Joint planning by the staffs of
the air and ground component commanders does not
"occur. Therefore, there is no joint planning or
execution at the operational level.

- Tactical air support requests may be submitted
in the form of MISSION ORIENTED REQUESTS. (For
example, delay the 2nd Motorized Rifle Division

north of the Yellow River for five hours).
The land component commander prioritizes BAI
targets. The air component commander prioritizes

AI targets and makes final interdiction target:
selection.

.i•,
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NATO, however, based upon the principle of air superiority
"S.

first, with limited resources for simultaneous tactical

air missions, has established fundamentally different

principles and procedures for modern AirLand warfare:

- The army group/tactical air force headquarters
are collccated and jointly plan operations.

-BAI is n~ot part of AI. It is apportioned as part
of Offensive Air Support and is a direct support
asset.

- The air component commander does not manage the
entire theater interdiction campaign; rather, he
is responsible for the interdiction planning for
those targets/missions beyond the Corps/Army
Group RIPL.

Chapter Three concluded that Central European principles

and procedures for AirLand warfare are approached from a

substantially different perspective, recognizing the main-

tenance of air superiority, and also the necessity for -. 4,.

"offensive Air Support in direct support of the operational

commander.

Chapter Four deduced criteria for joint operation-

al effectiveness as examined in the context of a

conceptual baLtle scenario. As background information,

Chapter Four determined that:

-The combat radius of aircraft, which is a main
determinant in their ability to concentrate on
the battlefield in support of an operational 6?

concept, is not logically connected to the level
"at which the joint employment of this resource
"is planned. '5.

- The difference between the U. S. and Soviet
approach is fundamental because the Soviet air
and ground forces are both subordinate to the

Su
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operational dictates of the front (approximately
equivalent to U. S. Army Group) commander.

- Army and corps campaigns must counter the two
Soviet characteristics of aggressive offensive
orientation and numerical superiority through a
disruption of follow-on forces.

At the conclusion of the conceptual battle scenario, the

most significant criteria for joint operational effective-

ness that were deduced in Chapter Four suggested that fun-|L
damental air and ground joint operational principles from

"World War II remain basically valid today:

- Air superiority is fundamental.

- Joint planning and collocation of staffs are
key.

- The corps commander must have the ability to
synchronize effectively air and ground combat
power in accordance with the operational
campaign plan. As a result, the corps commander
must be able to designate BAI targets and have
an area within which to focus his planning
efforts.

Chapter Four concluded that these criteria are not

procedurally oriented. They are fundamental principles

applicable to modern AirLand warfare. Without agreement

concerning fundamental joint principles, J-SAK vice

Central Europe, the use of "official procedures" prescrib-

ing the joint conduct of AirLand warfare is a dysfunction-

al approach to the issue.

Conceptually, the Army and Air Force view the term

"doctrine" differently. Doctrine, in Army terms, conceptu-

ally translates into "how the Army fights." Doctrine, in

Air Force terms, conceptually translates into "a statement
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of officially sanctioned beliefs and war fighting

principles." Simply put, the Army will fight wars based

,rupon its doctrine while the Air Force may fight its wars

based upon "theater specific doctrines" that will be more

specific than that which is "officially sanctioned."

"General Lew Allen, Jr., a former U. S. Air Force

Chief of Staff, summed up the importance of focusing the

majority of our joint doctrinal efforts on our most

dangerous threat when he stated in 1982, "We are thus

faced with a confrontation which we must fully address. As

far as the United States is concerned, Europe is the

13central focus of that confrontation." This seems to

create a paradox for the Air Force. While Europe provides

"the most dangerous high intensity battlefield threat, and

"indeed the resultant justification for many of the U. S.

Air Force's procurement efforts, there still exist

fundamental differences between "officially sanctioned"

joint doctrines and those established for Central European

AirLand warfare.

The J-SAK Joint Service Agreement and Procedures

Manual is a significant step forward in U.S. Army and U.S.

Air Force "jointness." These documents are among our first

joint statements concerning how air and ground forces will

conduct modern warfare. Not intenuod to be theater

specific, the intention of J-SAK is to provide a generic

joint doctrine which allows a theater the flexibility to

"N•,
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modify this doctrine in accordance with its specific

requirements and peculiarities. The single greatest flaw

with J-SAK is that it attempts to establish procedures

without establishing fundamental principles for AirLand

warfare.

Withcut overstating the case, the significant

point missed in most doctrinal debates when addressing at

what level joint planning should occur, is that the corps

"is now recogniz'ed as the organizational level at which

operational warfare is usually conducted. Therefore, it is

, at this level that joint planning by "two staffs . . . at

the same HQ in complete harmony" should occur. J-SAK, how-

ever, advocates coordination and consultation at the air

and land component level and makes no provisions for joint

planning at the corps/operational level. Central Europe

recognizes the necessity for joint planning and has there-

* fore collocated the Army Group and Tactical Air Force

Staffs. However, even in Central Europe, there is no

institutionalized method for joint planning at the corps

level when and if a corps would conduct operational level

"warfare. In short, the principle should be joint planning

and collocation of headquarters at the operational level

regardless of the organizational level at which operation-

* al warfare occurs. Our current joint doctrine is

inadequate because it establishes only coordination and

"consultation at the operational level.

* -

*l ".
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The J-SAK formally recognizes the concept of an

air and land component commander in a theater of

operations. This principle may be effective in a theater

with one or two corps or possibly a single army group.

However, if Central Europe is the focus of our readiness

efforts, it seeds dysfunctional to advocate a doctrine

that is unworkable in that theater. There was no land com-

ponent commander in Central Europe during World War II

and, by definition, there is no land component commander

in Central Europe today. Furthermore, although there is an

air component commander in Central Europe (Commander of

Allied Air Forces Central Europe), the procedures outlined

in the J-SAK further complicate AAFCE's role in theater

level warfare. Since the AAFCE Commander has no land

component headquarters with which to plan, it is critical

that the AAFCE Commander have the same understanding of

the theater commander's intent as the army group

commanders. Otherwise, the air effort may be out of

synchronization with army group campaign plans. Our

current joint doctrine is inadequate because it

establishes the specific principle of a land component

commander in a theater of operations and procedurally

builds upon this principle. Therefore, not only do we have

a joint doctrinal principle that cannot be universally

applied, it does not apply to the theater in which we face

".* our most dangerous threat, Central Europe.
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Air superiority is fundamental. It is how best to

employ the limited resources for simultaneous tactical air

missions that has driven the conceptual thinking

concerning how best to employ air power. Once again, the

system was originally designed at the operational level of

war to gain air superiority first and to attack targets in

consonance with the operational campaign plan. Following

this line of thought, it then makes good sense to separate

BAI from AI. This gives the operational commander the

ability to focus his planning efforts and designate

targets/missions which synchronize combat power. BAI

should be commanded and controlled by the Air Force. BAI

should only be allocated to a corps in consonance with an

army campaign plan agreed upon through joint planning with

the corresponding air commander's staff. BAI is nothing

more or less than another combat power resource used to

accomplish an operational objective. The NATO principle of

air apportionment recognizes and reflects the historical

framework upon which AirLand warfare was built. Therefore,

our current joint doctrine, as established by J-SAK, is

inadequate concerning the synchronization of combat power

at the operational level of war. Simply stated, the J-SAK

principle that the air component commander is responsible

for the entire theater interdiction campaign, and,

therefore, designates BAI targets prioritized by the oper-

ational commander does not give the operational commander
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the ability to focus planning efforts and synchronize com-

bat power in consonance with an air/ground campaign plan.

To conduct modern AirLand operations effectively

we cannot keep a "target list mentality." Patton

illustrated the validity of mission oriented air requests

in fast moving, fluid situations when the XIX Tactical Air

Command protected the Third Army's right flank as it moved

across France. The J-SAK recognizes the necessity for mis

sion oriented air requests. This is a significant step

forward and represents a milestone in our joint ability to

conduct modern operational warfare. The institutionaliza-

tion of this principle will have tremendous implications

for the Air Force. Mission oriented air requests will

undoubtedly change their approach to training (mission

vice target) and will more functionally integrate the Air

Force into campaign planning and execution.

The thesis of this paper based upon the previously

presented rationale is that although the J-SAK has

significantly enhanced inter-service dialogue and is an

important step forward in "jointness," the joint doctrinal

principles and procedures as practiced in Central European

NATO most closely approximate historical antecedents and

provide for the most effective conduct of AirLand warfare

at the operational level of war under modern conditions.

This argument is not based upon a Central European

doctrine that is theater specific; rather, it is based
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upon fundamental principles and procedures for AirLand

warfare, as reflected in historical fact, that should be

roughly applicable to all theaters at the operational

level of war.

Finally, the solution to our joint, generic

AirLand warfare doctrine should recognize fundamental cri-

:eria for war fighting based upon historical fact and pro-

cedurally adapted to modern circumstances. The essence of

these joint doctrinal principles at the operational level

of war are reflected in the following five criteria which

are necessary, although not sufficient, conditions for

operational success:

- The campaign plan drives all air and ground
activities.

- Air superiority is fundamental and must be
obtained in consonance with the goals of the
campaign plan.

- Air and ground staffs should be collocated and
jointly plan at the operational level.

- Air Force acceptance of missions as part of the
overall campaign plan vice target by target
requests is key to our joint ability to execute
AirLand warfare doctrine.

- The operational commander must have the abiiity
to syn-hronize effectively air and ground
combat power in consonance with an ooerational
campaign plan.

Our joint AirLand warfare doctrine as established in J-SAK

must provide a fundamental framework of generic principles

and procedures required to target and attack Soviet

forces. As currently written, fundamental principles are

.4. . . . . ... .
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not established. The J-SAK should be descriptive vice pre-

scriptive, establishing doctrinal principles applicable to

all theaters with a focus upon our most dangerous threat,

* that of the Soviets in Central Europe. The five criteria

- mnentioned above do provide a fundamental framework of

principles which can be procedurally adapted to specific

theaters. Furthermore, these criteria closely reflect his-

torical precedent and closely approximate those principles

already established for AirLand warfare in Central Europe.

Hopefully, this paper has indeed made you think

"about our joint doctrine and its implications on the

modern battlefield. Also, hopefully, it has provided an

p increased understanding of how the Army and Air Force

intend to fight the next war and the effectiveness of our

"4. current principles and procedures to prosecute this war

successfully. In developing our joint doctrine we must

never forget that the difference between the U. S.

approach to AirLand warfare and the Soviet approach is

fundamental: the Soviet air and ground forces are both

subordinate to the operational dictates of the frontal

commander. Therefore, to overcome this difference our V

coequal and interdependent air and ground forces must be

employed with doctrinal principles that effectively

synchronize our forces based upon a single operational

41 concept at a decisive point in time and space. Both the

4 ...
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the U. S. Army and U. S. Air Force have common interests.

Both services want to fight and win. Both Services want a

highly functional joint doctrine that maximizes the

flexibility of air power to concentrate on the

battlefield. The J-SAK, as previously mentioned, is a

significant step forward. It provides a specific point of

departure in the thinking concerning our joint AirLand

warfare operational doctrine. Now is the time to

capitalize on our common interests and to develop

fundamental j principles. The Soviets are not omni-

potent. We can indeed fight and win. As with the French in

World War II, it is a matter of doctrine, not numbers.

| ,
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APPENDIX 1

DEFINITIONS

Air Allocation. "Allocation is a function of the air

component commander which is based on and refines

apportionment by converting the broad directives of the

joint force commander into gross numbers of sorties for

application to each tactical mission." 1

Air Interdiction. "Air interdiction operations are

conducted to destroy, neutralize, or delay enemy ground or

naval forces before they can be brought to bear against

* friendly forces." 2

Combined Force. A force formed "between two or more forces
@.3

*. or agencies of two or more allies. Often used in World

War II terminology to describe a "joint force."

Component Commander. "The senior officer of each service

,,4assigned to a unified command." The land component

commander exercises command of all assigned land forces in

a joint force and the air component commander exercises

"" command of all assigned air forces in a joint force.

-'. V
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Counterair Operation. "Counterair operations are conducted

-* to gain and maintain air superiority by destroying or neu-

0. tralizing an enemy's air capability." 5

* [

"Joint Force. "A general term applied to a force which is

composed of significant elements of the Army, the Navy, or

the Marine Corps, and the Air Force, or two or more of

these services operating under a single commander

authorized to exercise unified command or operational

control over joint forct .''6

Tactical Air Control Center (TACC). "As the combat

Soperations centaeL o. the ACC, <air component commander>,

the TACC supervises the activities of assigned and

attached air forces and monitors the actions of both

friendly and enemy forces . ... The TACC is the

operational facility in which the ACC and elements of his

tactical headquarters operations and intelligence staff

have centralized the functions of planning, direction, and

control over tactical air resources. Personnel at the TACC

conduct Air Force tactical planning in coordination with

* . the BCE, as appropriate, on the selection of weapons

systems, units, force package composition . . . times on

target, ordnance selection, and the myriad associated

details of tactical air control arrangements. The TACC

dispatches air tasking messages and/or tasking orders to•" -5'

54-,
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the flying units, air support operations centers (ASOC)

located at the corps headquarters, and other appropriate

17 -agencies of the TACCo'

Tactical Air Control Party (TACP). "The TACP is an Air

* Force control element stationed with and supporting an

Army combat unit. TACPs are located with corps, division,

* brigade, and battalion levels and are tailored in manning

* and skills to Army unit to which they are attached. . . .

The TACP provides the interface between the Army unit to

* l which it is attached and the Tactical Air Force unit

* providing tactical air support. The TACP advises the

ground commander on the capabilities and limitations of

tactical aircraft and weapons and assists in planning for

*ii• tactical air support." 8

Tactical Level of War. "Tactics are the specific

techniques smaller units use to win battles and

engagements which support operational objectives . ...

At corps and and division, operational and tactical levels

are not clearly separable." 9  The tactical level of war

usually refers to units of division size of smaller.

* Second Echelon. The J-SAK Service Agreement defines tne

second echelon as: "Enemy ground military formations

JH
p 5.
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not directly engaged in the battle at the FLOT and

"positioned uehind the forces in contact as a reserve

force, a Soviet-style second echelon, an operational

maneuver group, or a follow-on force. These include combat

forces, combat support, combat service support, and -

associated command, control, communications, and

intelligence (CM) elements." 1 0

il-.-
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T~.e organization of the air units in North Africa for the support
of ground forces from November lI4S tbrough rsbrw3xy 1943 proved to be
unsound in battle. Duiring th~at period the failure to achieve ak satisa.
factory degrea of subccss in fighting~ in the air,, on the ground, and in
concert was due to a cooniderable -extent to the unsound air-g.round
organization and its effect on eafr support operatiooB.s In conseqaence
a sweeping reorientation and reorganization of the air effort was
directed, A satisfactory degree of succesa in battle by both air and
ground f orces tms resulted. These radical changs~ should be ref'ledtad
in the orgeaiization of our air forces, and particularly in the train-
'Ing and equipment of additional air units, and of replacoeients wit~hout
delay*

Briefly the reom anded £niodlate action which is believed to be
within the province of the C=.andlag General, Army Air Foroc consist
of the following: to Initiate the ~inactivation of all Ali Support
Conzands and the formation of salet teoi~.ad81aej~~~ililT
n~adrons with 11p1)i80 a -egg ant ih performance iirc L~i.~Peoial

Ice taou forces, to direct the
~ev on a a tore. pub] aOl ~ the statement,

infterence or implication that aniy air force unit except reconnaissance
squadrons can normally be expected to operate undor the legal com~mand
or praotical control of any aurfac6 force commander excepting only the
supreme ooan&nder who conducts the whole campaign; wa~d initi~at a
review of present overall air force organization wherein the present
(numbered) air foroeal and their compartmented Bomberp Pighter, and
Air Support Commands will be replaced by (task) Air forces to consist
Of tho Air Diviaions, Corumndat tlinGst and Groups as necessasry to
accomplish the.Air Force's specific job.
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~.Ozganizationo RUa Orou ,RA.?. equipped with fighters
(S3pitrixresy, fighter-mbombera ' Currib rber) night-fighters (lBeaufighters'
=nd z igt-bombaz dIP lays) was stationed with and was ordered to supportIthe lot Army ijiid wa subsequently aimilarily employed with

V CurpoO XIq Air t1x Commnand with fighters (P-40st P-39s and



Spitfires), light bom~bers (A-20s) and-a gr*cnd strattin4 obsern'etlod
u~nit (P-39a) waa attached to nI Corpat Lat. in 7anWW7' th~e Nead uerters
Allied Air Suprt Cornnd was placed In ocotrol -of M4 Oroup andL

hrSupport , r=d Fw~as Stationed with Eeadquate, is
wid was direated to* support First AM,. Thu~s th.~ougbhoat tbin peric ,.
the current Anerioan concept of Supp~ort Albi'wsin 'roge 6&nd there
were l.arge nubers and ser1 tf?ý61 &*Uift :huder the virtual

.o onoe~t il:ImnGeeasDrn Com is'erio&th
-allie h, wevor,, the saperior air

power inherent in, our greater numerioti advacntage "as nevr developed.'
nor employed, Ths fact has niver been mare clearly Illustratad that
greater numbers of aircraft than the enemy posesase do not eatozaticall;
ocofer any advantage anliess those greater nambars. are organized uzder
proper air forcea oconand,% The gustion hOw 18 containing wbom* w as
=oat emberassing durizg this pe~r~d, The overall effect of the waaow4
organization and operational concept of our air effort was graphically
illustrntad by the fact that the enemy wes permitted to movv, in lightl,
escorted and anarmed trnz~spos as many an o=e thousand son per day
from Italy and Sicil.y to airmows In Taniale whiob were only 8q =ile
distant from oLr o'wn air baseas. By air and-by- sea the enemy trans~-
ported about 150 000 zon viith their armor and equipmentp, and supported arn

* then maintained Ehor almost wholly fr=x opmae and 3eaporta within
the range of our supporting atForceso

During this period a sizeable number of combat units v.-dre at
all times assigned to 242 Oroups and XII Air Support Co~mmando and were
employed in direct suppo~rt roles to the neglect of the proper offensivw

*task of obtaining air suporiority and thus asainting the theatre task
as a whole. This in spite of the doctrine oat forth in e=,pphl 2b
YU~ 31-35 that states thnt othor types (than observation) are assisned
or attnehed to Air 3upport Commands "as the situation requirestO Each
ground commander naturally and properly viewed ths ground (and air)
operations on. his immediate front as of pammou~nt Importanas and insistsd
that his air 3upport forces be employed almost excluaive2.y on his front,
Zac o c~Mander agread that supoariority In the air wan noon 336ai'y. but
that the air war which could gain that superiority should be fought by
sftfomoneO else ts air f orces. In contrast the axsarfrLeovr~~e

freeyj~un& ~ frzV~d were ordinarlyr able to striko in force
( against o'nly such opposition aa our local air units Could maater* From~

the viewpoint of the ground co~nndor# the condition was habitually too
precarious oin his innediate froan( t 'o paz~it *the diversion of the air
units allocated to support his ground forces from their direct support
tasks to distant air force missions."

Tho foregoing broad statemontO are supported by the general
course of the o&'.paign during this pariod which termianted with tha
abandonment of Gafsa, evacuat ion of the $T.elepte and Sbeitla all- base
areas and with the I thi and Z1st ftxr'tivis ons =ovine on Tebastm and
Le Kof through the Xasserins gatewo'O'&These broad statements are
supported In spooific detail by numeous* incidents in the official,Arecordis of which the following are Oelootod a: moat striking:

()A Ir Thboya 1A. - m~en. doffensive todislodge two btain
.Ilk from the fold Pass was being pxldnned, it waa estima~ted that the enemy

might assemble 24 SWua -to dive-bomb " a4commander

1,L
T fi



insisted that a friend4:7 fighter patrol-ti
battle area during all daylight ho-;rs 004 Ducce~sive dayt .Of

theopeatin a aprerequisite t ttaking offwm~i'v action or, even'--
planning to attacks I was explained that our figher atrength a,,
tize and distance factors would perzit es to maintain only twelve
fighters On Much a Patrol and that that patrol should interfore with

~bu culdno prhiTato,-__n -tukkas from delivering an attack*
It wea clearly ez ii. VIS -the d t-afr--o~nnnder In tia is theater,
that the p±tovislof ~tIs 'Tumbrslla",vtýAP i.tbaf was of quesitionablo.
value,, vould also au tely rh4t any of the many light
bombesr at band aga~nat either tho St~ida-t.--tbeir beases or any hoetili >

ground targets and would furthermore prohibit any reconnaissance
whtsoever over the def ilea through which roservos vem oxpected or

throug~h which the enemy might vithdraw, Th ground cosm-nnder insisted
upon ttie ubrella thus emascullating all the offensive power and igaorap
ing all of the rooon~nOitring capabilities of the sizeable air foree
at his disposal for one defensive function of doubtful valme.

(2) Ground' Comrnanderst evaluation of strnte~dio value of air bases..

Vlaen Ron=e Iwas Sast of Tr~ipoli# the Thelopte air bases permlittod opora-'
tions by Bhort, range aircraft deep Into the hostile rear. This, strategi

V ~ or tactical advantage wns repeatedly stressad by the air men, Neverthe
less# through February 1%43, the ground forces were deployed wvith their
wain strength In the defensively strong natural terrmin In the far ?Fcrtt
from Dedlez..el-Bab to Djebel flargou and Gefaa ani the Thelepte' air besee
were surrandored.

(3) UAisuse of aviation aunant. At a time whe~n the air-borne
interception equi~nont In the Boae ~her airplane was in tha most &core
category, a number of easuf ghters vore assigned to Xf Air;;uiLort
Coamand to permit operations agninst nig~ht Intruders over the. air bases

tarrtor infrot o 11Corps. oai avdeinrmdt ud
coamander of the prohibition against such employment. The groun
commandbr stated that it vas his fUnction to give .ord4ars, not to r~eocive
them and regardless of air channel instructions he ordered the Beau.-
fighters to tael off. The Bosufightex's took off* This action obviouslý
proludioed the effectiveness .of alliod night intoereption all over the
world for very limited advantages in a local situation of no world wide,

(4) Miueof ir unints. The BIalIcy light bor~ber was an obsolete,
airplane. w7 -a slowT and practioally dofanseloss and suitnblo for nee
as a night intrudor only. In that role, however it was 'very effective
because of the experience skill and leadershipI the lDislay Wing. An
army commander ordered a Aoytime attack by a B sley squadron on objeeti'T
defended by German fightors. The flisley Wlng-Oom~andar protested beca~u

A." ~ of the unsuitability of his qiraraftrahd-t'he. disproportionate hazard
Involved. T1he Army, Conmaj1e ', Insist~ed that the idsaion be perf ormed, I
9specially'ablo squadrobnWvas salectod and dispatched. Zvery Bialey was
shot down,
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(5) InCOMetibility of afroans range &end loo0al ;mound O ?1etnders
SArcrtat' at t e dipslofM U Cc were Idl SuE -were hold4

iA ?Oauixiee8 for' an 80tion Nhi Oh mighit have developed. lIZ orps vas
bleing attackad by a force Afutuv Gw~~ ize in an area 70 miles Northwarid,--
Very difrioult and moantainous terrain saparated IIand XIX Corpa*XI
Corjpl oall for air recoinaineano. vas refused Uy IX Corps boeuseof~
laock Of imnmediat, IntaresL qz,,oe sibility for operations so far
diatant in t0r=8 of' ground J6

on tafý As a general rule all f ightars were ue
iv*17 On moon siaaons# P6*4*Ae were tased in small strength to

!Oover" heavy and medium bca-ors from± bdoes deep within friandly trrn.-
,/~to~' to their ob~voti'res and all the vsy back to their basaos On anotht

y14 erams, all of the fighters in the =I Air S3upport Ccynmand would have
,,1 / been required to mount a 48 hour sumbrellew* over -IJnjsofIop

had not the plan to dislodge two ClarrmAx Bttqai;ý
called* 3ven at the and~ of this period, adequata radar.-control of
f ighters hind not y"t been provided* An a general' statemact no proper

USO'48 made of our of feaaive f Ighter weapon; it was continually itis-
used. on defensive jobs,, and habitually in =nits too saall t~o dssurog a
degree of success proportionekt, to the expected (and aotual) losse3,j

(2) Observation. The 88th Observontion Group CN3,DYs
ftnd A-208) vat; in thiS teata's during the maj~ority of this p"riod. It
'WaSsequipped, *sup liod. manned , staffed and trained to a much highor
Uvde~~ than' the~ gist r~ghter croup (P.-398) and at least equal to 47th
Light Bgmbardment Group (A-.,"Vs). 'Uhile tho battle raged up and down
our 250 milie front where the tarrain azd coomunioettia ware both so
di:ýriult that highly mobile s~PeOialized air observation w~ould ii
been of extrame value, the 68th Obevto Group remained at ddea
trainingg oooperating with this maaeuversi of the :it ,C
beeause of proximity and absence af more profita be 0ocupatioa) patroll.
ing Oran Bay for hostile eubmarines, The 8Slt rig-htar Group and the 471
Light Bombardniont G3roup were moanwhile rushed into and fully Ong vo in
the baittle, The r~aaon for thin apparent gross blander is again one of
crganiatSiOn ftnd concePt. If thO 0~8th Observation Group bad been moved
to thbaatle woaato perform theobservation forwhich it vas tr'z ined,

ized and operated fighter control unit op.-rsting aver tho battle drea
wuould have permitted suitable high performence reooonnaisaance airplanes
to carry out reooom3aissanoe operations in A Satiafactory manner, andI with far foawer airplanes than tho numbor provided in tha observaotion
group,

Tho organizat ion andconO itbae~vat ionaito

naturally the rusult Of A"09naive' Mane uvrs -whe re reality was not
v1101 a;)m'eciated. Acdl's.otiaal and str'ategio reconnaissance op lire-

'44 ~tiOns wizthin this th&dtra zhave beenjp erformed~much mnore effoctive .L
by the tactical rsoonnaisnance (Tac/1R) which hsiv* been developed by
the R.A.F. during, tw~o years of battle experience. Action hmis been

R. ta~ken 3eparstely and wii~ll be pursued to Provi-d each corps with its
Own Sel'~ct highly trained and espeially owni

-Pws, cn i
. . .. . 4 - . , .
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air abservy tion and photo~raphiaro onnoissanoe apertioaso Simiarl
ts~totraegi r onisa and hotoCrap'hic 'rn:p~- ahul be provimilp

*h' that tr r3e rgou~nd for"e headq~uairters.. -

(3) Lirmat Bc-mb-rdrnent.. *oobisntba rated duo to
flak on early missions~ at lo'.,, Mlitt idu by both 1i~tt and. madium bombar1d
ment has-been accepted as proof thaot each zust operate at altitudea of

- 3000 to 12,000 reet in defended artas. Our li,-,ht boxbard.~nt units h*d
no bo si,-ta or bomb-urdicr:3. E~xptŽrionce in once,~n tion had been-

take& a arit-?rion of what den orcmnr~pt~tI La~all aituatloas,
Light bomba'rd=,:At al'hou].d be .41-a~
altitudes.

(4) ce w rdiua Bozmbardert untsc"Al ai
conponents of the- Air Supp~ort Cciand t~eavy and medium bombardxneat ont
in accord with our Army U3r rorce p0 l~xies, wtre frequently placi~d uzder
t*,e operational c *ontrol of the Suppoirt Cartnnad. At thnt time we foand
these u~nits 0appeble of daytim~e oporetiona but. only esninst .fixed* clsarl

* identiticýd objectiye3-all details or 'whict had to bi' known many hours A
advanoet~ These units. were of no uso wheitsoever t~is leig±arget.

in te bttl ara, Agnin thia error Is in our concept of an "~air ;tzpox
dorand -wich Is a portion of an alr force nort-ally, excludiag hea~vy and
medium bnmbardnncnt alrplaný:a. It 18 undeniable thiat the power of' the '

bo~biardmont airplane must be made nvainet, le for the real enereeney in t

2* AL- cround Oijrý--itatlore for- 0Mcceasstl nnttla.

.. Reorientrition, Dluring late ;anumry and early rebraare
plans w~rr laid end: a =raical re'oranization and re~orientatioa ofai

and ground co=:ar~dp rsponsibilit? and fanation "as implemented on
F~'bruary 18t 1943. in the battle aroa ths.!re appeared the !Ieadquarters,

A12th Amy Gruto plan and to direct the ground efforts of the.i lot-An
8th Armios, a2 appea~red 1Iead-,uarters., Nortb1vest Atrican Tacticaofl
Air Torce to plan a~nd di.rect 'nir force (not "support Torce*) oparaticns
in the battle arorxa.

b. Oround Orer,!tions. Tht -.yioht si'ven to tir.btse requirent
by the~ 10ýt' Army Groulp) is sclf-;avideat In EH,* 18th Urmy Group ~to
Instruction No* 1, dated 20 February 1943* (Copy attached and marked

.~j.A1,21= No. 1.)

2 .* Air Ocrnrtiqns, 'The concept of en. independe.-t air force
woring~vih a1urc aoun foc~eis self-.evIdebt In Gencrzl Op~ratione:

Dir~otivet TIATý,, dated 20 T'ebrufiry 1943 axid In "Outline Op;'nrtional P1,,
NATAF0 dated 8 ?Warch 1M (Copies eapp,.ddlh.*r..j:!, o.2ad

M, X - No# tA respectively.,,'dd~t~rc Ž~N~2ed'

4.~'ffoctivanasse. 4oed~ant zilit~ry h~btory ett~tsW thaefefect.1
mess of tha. org= zzaton. .?rom November through Yebruary Germ~n
ground and air units ra ngoVp and down our fronts thruottas into

* yeaknens averywhere and E3r8igth noe vuharao nd ffoeting I the air and
4 ~on the (;round rela~ively sm'i1 units or our ground and air forces. Wihat

thezoor.-onization was pice i.efcfo~lo xor~was in the
'Knswrine Ya leY' t treatening Tibessia# IA Xeff, and Inoideca
conti~ngetly Constantine or. Aklgiorjo Tw m

armor was akad into the Tunis



'one and,'on April 19t t!ho llorthwest Africaa
tiitd theai phase ofthe f Ilbttle tol oUeconclusive prcoof of mili~tary eft.&tiveness 0oulnt.i xepiid

(For details8 of air-ground combat, see Northwest Afrloan TQaotienl Air
Force Opeational Plan and Finnl assault on Tunis dated 18 April 1%43,
and App endix *A* tthorstos and First Army Operation IniatriiotIon Trumber 3?
detsd 19 April, 1M4 aad Anpendix "A" and Zan;Ineer irlfxitlon theraoo 7
all attached oand-nsxred AMMN~ oe -, SAI, and li, V44A'"Wd .4D respective:

3" L03I~i n The basir 'm~.in%~ Of the ineffective
nose Of pot operationa was W i11abll ityro concentrate our. air
effort on part culasz objectives, ut~i aviationr was available at all
times to ground forcesh for diroot a ort m~issions evatt in periods of.
Inactivity and aot onc-u~h was availa 1a for us*o in attatining a ir superio.

a, Organization.

b. inflaence of ground oozm'iders.

a. ShartSge of equipmenOft*

if(a) OrgnnizatýI * Thc5 pres~nt organization of an air foroe alons
fixed funct~ional 1T~n is erroneous, Cormosite forcos or.rii~~o
Dftrtjinrt, ~ k ar eurd o ns-tarce, cer a a ross orý-a-nized f

f Astrategical b-ob ng-brequlitieeir ova f1.ghtor uaita, A f oroo organized
ror opertions over the battle area required a unit ainilar to anai

~j 4 ~detfnas WInag Another force or-anized for coastal defonsu ro:ulred a~n
air defense iFighter Co~end) units and s-a saarchab.nitsi. Total air
effort in a theatre of operations Is difficult of attairnment if the

-t ~Air Force within the theatre is organized rigidly as is the tendency if
foned Into a Damxbart righter and Air Supot Co~man4. It is suggested
thn the ergizational lessonsu loarned by th .A.F. in the Batt'* of
-Brittatii Lav bhen-Y lidrla'~dlynand ar'o not appropriato In a

'tith particular ref :rarnce to ~so-called air support op,ýratiolnas,
thera vti formed the Tactical Akir Force. In thie Lybian campaign, th,ýre
'was organized the %st-.rn Dasort AUL- F~orce, Both of the~,o Foroes con~
trollid air o~erations In direct support of ground foroes and all air
operatiozo ovor tho bnt 4 .le area, Thoy wa8re orginized to eraphaseize the
job of attaiiing air sup~r~ority as thj boat 'su;port Vint cnbe f ur.
nishad to ground forces and as the first n~isiion whioh ~auat. be acoomp..

. .. . .. .. .lishad to make all otht)rs possiblu. In thim 24as -the. dirfarecne betwoor:
the T10..i coaception of an Air Support organization- and the' present

e organi~ttion existing inA this theatres

The ba elemn-nt of the Ta~tical Air Force I Un ht vdiioh
~~ .~,. furnishas a radarlig~hter cover undp~ w:hich air ooiisecdro

support bws.blng, iand Ground operrnt1n66 car, tale £J..e unmolested b'
host-Ile aviation. The 3rd Air Defe'ne -11ing w~'as coated ao Ca to 0003"
the battle aroa, and If poetsible th)'ad-yrnce cnomy airdr, trX. to permit
ef~ficient directi.on and control of the fighter pat 3.s It 1vsed-
the aeod for accamcanyiný, f Ighters for 3ýecornnnial

n A,
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m i1ssions and the desire for stand nZ ti~hter a U

and our airdr=2,s Also through this fight~er
ri~oounaioaanoe aad bombing mes~ions oould be 0
avoid hostile tiibterst It should be emplasized thdt in tlis roles t a
A Ai- Dofanse M'~in, Is not oriented f~or defense of a looality but f1or
control of oflfeasive operations. Action to renam~e thia particular unit
is bo;ing tak~en suporately. ,

(b) ~nflone o arondc~ r, AXt.ioired to discusa this .

O-anly as iT a ie attor of asmuch. caflcOZ tov.'4gfltd forC8 a a to, air,
foroes. 1Nuch of the difficulty was due to jiij ýM fo hicL the
ground forcos suffered as severely as the air fore k'F#, of a "tkc
attackc vas out of all proportion to tnt., =torial dn iflicted. Thi
resulted It denands for lcinl f ighttur cover over all m.overnentsa nd
loonl opý,rations. fTis cover, in addition to bein& ine~CfIcieat, 1=Zo-
h~lbited. the offensive aso of aviation to attain air fau;4riox'itye, Wflin
ground troops became seasoned to air attacks, It is anticipated that
danands for, local amver will decrease as they did in the MIiddle Sat

'Hcviovor, as long as the TIX S. Air Forces eiro a part of the Arr7, thess
domands are extremely difficult to resist.

* Another insi.stent demnnd frox, tha ground forces is that for
tho ~nak of noxale, our front 11no tr'oops must be able to see their
supporting airplanes. Apparentl~ the only airplanes se~en are enezW
air lanis. It is easy to al, eolate this attitude but against tiis

It o ificult to resistas loag as air foroaaesai _n integral part
of the Ar~my. A cure would be Doesible b7r-an educational program but

.- ~ tho del.ay involved Is dangerous.

The influeonce of the groumd coa~ndor also zanifetst itgelf
in the alloostion of aircraft to taskcs. The high ===o~der', who i2
uoual2.y a ground officaer, Is lnfluenoed by, tho oubordinate ground

¶ coimazdor to a greatar extent than ho is by the air commander and so
' he-roruests or the former for direct support avlat-ion are syrmpathetice
roceyo a ran~noe-t-&concetra on
it in dealred to point out that t~n n rooonn sion dotracta

Sfro ~rcorý!dnx efrtai normx2 1 y reru refs f i er pro ea-

*It isl sincerely believed that there wns inaufficiont realize.
tion of tho importance or airdrcvE locations in the gtound plan or ooern

4tions. TIIs ia an itum of t,.:rrain which has to bt given equal cons3.dcx
tion Y;Ith mountmin rangigoi river limbs, etc.$ in the disjnosition of4 ground troops. ?roiiminary ground offensivos normnlly hnve to be under
taken for tho pur.-nse of 3ecuriag .airdror~es for tho m~a'a of fensive.

The conception of an air m&xound battle Vhe roin ground supportisJ gic-qQ.iega ~t ar upport can becoas an actuality only
rhon neither the gr-ound coqinnder nor the air dbr.nander are suborainate
to thei othor, BaLjmL~ok~jy a mutually auppot-ting role. In our servi
v~rhere seniority and discipline. are inseparable, honestly coordinate
effart becomns alnot Imposeible betweon a ground commander and air
a upport coo~mandar. (For further elaboration see cw.c!ents by Air IL'arseh

Coain~hn a onde Nn.rakd u~Xo. 5.) The paradox that the
58 sparation of tha Arzy p r~oq 4ld bri.tnE closer unity



betwoon ground forces and a ir forces is acknoiledesd* That p~x'adboz is
clo~arly suported by tho arfeetive employmeant of aviation wltbý an Lndire
support. of grouM forcea during thr campaign bf-fthe 8th Arz and Wostex'z
Desert Air' Force frcm Cairo to Tripoli and tht striking sucoess of the
18th Army Go end the Nort~Imest African Tactical Air 1'oroa. in the
TunIsian eampaigne

So hortage af S*rnuitent# Tis fact, pr in_
the Ina f fAens oteN isf ear;. 7aL up~ort o tionat It reqiru es r
discus3sion hore except to point out that, oIs dde for an
alircraeft varnin .#,o lee.g par t ComanAd

(d) A general taodeney did exist to L
dispx'oportionatel 7-a-r-de air a1nits to thedefense off harbor and-aja
rear areas lnstl1a~ticinso Any such assisgn~pt obvi~owly reduoes
offz~nsiva alir effort in the forward aroeas, Tfw. air offensive bas beeia
found to provide the miost effective defense of rear cx' oth--.r inntalls-
tioas,

4.. Conclusion.

(a) It is clear that a modorn battle is--not Zought or won by a
ground force alone or by a naval force alone. Any nodern succe~ssh
battle consists of a battle In the air rhich mast be -cim before the
-eutfftce batt)~O £8 bagUaf, If the air battle haa been *won the surf8.t,
forces are freed ftro effective hostile air attack~ and the offeasive
powe ofthe free air force can be a.-plied directly In support of the

surface forces* Modern battles aora fought as Intensivol~ in the air as
on tho grou~nd. They are combined b titlas in -;ihich the a frcares are
placoed in a supporting r'ole ~ao more of tea than the -grouad or- naval4forces. iZooh carries out its part of the tas toc attain tho cc==~ pa:

T21is concep tion cannot be aplied If one force les ubardint~te
to another. An air force coordinate with the ground fo~rce and the nava -

f arce is the onl~y solution by chich the three foroea can be mods to ý)la:
coordinat~e roles. Pa,"o 2 off the phmphlet "Sme ono tes on tBigrh Co&-widzu.
in War" (attached and marked AM= No. 6) Is cited as evidence that thi.
conoluaion has also baen reached by at least one scce~ssful allied Sr=o~

A' oommrndar.,

Tho effeotivenuss of the sdipport rondored 12thAryropb
tho coordinate air force workino viith thte allied ornies la atteteby'-4 ~the ccozander 13th Army COroup on Ilany 801943s in annex N~o. 7 appanded
hereto.

(b) The~ dasi4ia t ion of k*saill pinrt of -on air force as supportin
av i 3ation In erroncous as it~ te±d1A-to -hindI-or aono! I p 4n of theS a= :~r
six effort on tho Partiouler ý4aaU 4;ij 1n4 A-IC

(a) A rigid fuA~t~n organization of nir f orce £8i z unsolind tic
a ir oporations caunnn4t 1'dsqil.~ into eyclusivc functiona L
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1. jr~n. Rawrite the WAxr Dejpartment publications to
4i~Zote all rsf r-enoas- to theo iupporting role of avia~tion and to stress
the 00ordi~nat role of air 14nd aad m-a forceuQ The operations of
Gach force to bo cantrolle& by .aa expart ini the tfirtheranoe of~ the
ecmon ziesioai assigned by highest ±hority, This-does not co~tliet
vith the piiaoipla of milty ~of-4amd,

W 4vs ivisioM15t air co~mand a and roe ihzaldobi ht-dqw~rters
deiged to control an air task tfrce orgized to carr7 out a apecific

air Job* -The ozi4- exception to this zay be a 'wing heaquarters similar
to the prostnt defonalve$ 1=mobile Air Defense '"Lag# To expeodite admini .
trative procedures widngs and Otnwands should be pu~rely. tact ical hand..
quarters orga~nized to direct and coordinate tactical oporetioný ny.Ta limitaid extent# ths ocxpoaltion, iIf not the orga nization of the vnriotx
numiber'ed air foreaoa alz-eady refrloot the tags -s -wh ich they are expected to

'The ineffectiven~ess of obsarvation gre a should be accapted
es proved in this theatire &Zi maxim= effort s2tou d b-ý m'nd e to .lev'eto.
the position of -our prenent obaezy,ýtion aviatioa to a much hir~ier level
by the i~redlaet forma~tion of truly roficient tactical exa st~rategicall
reconn-insanco aquadroas and photo mapping squadr'ons,.

flri.~adicr Conzralt T.S.Ar-my.

:4 Deputy Commander,

I..
Y. *
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APPENDIX 3

CHRONOLOGY

The following chronology is included to give the
reader a quick reference guide to place World War II
events into proper historical perspective, with a
particular emphasis on the publication dates of our joiat
air/ground doctrine.l

1 September 1939 Poland invaded by Germany.

3 September 1939 Declaration of war on Germany by
France, Great Britain, Australia,
and New Zealand.

15 April 1940 FM 1-5, Air Corps Field Manual,
Employment of Aviation of the Army
published.

22 June 1941 Germany invades USSR.

15 August 1941 Atlantic Charter is signed by
Churchill and Roosevelt.

7 December 1941 Japanese bomb Pearl Harbor.

9 April 1942 FM 31-35, Basic Field Manual,
Aviation in Support of Ground
Forces published.

24 July 1942 Agreement reached by British and

American Chiefs of Staff concerning
. TORCH.

7 November 1942 Allied TORCH landings in North
' *Africa.

January 1943 Montgomery holds Tripoli Conference
to review desert lessons learned.

14 January 1943 Casablanca Conference. Reorganiza-
7 .tion of air power agreed on by

Roosevelt and Churchill.

14 February 1943 Battle of Kasserine Pass begins.

18 February 1943 Northwest Africa Tactical Air Force
formed.

**** '

: ,i ~ ;
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12 May 1943 Surrender of all Axis Forces in
North Africa. General von Arnim
"taken prisoner. U. S. Air Corps
OOfficer, BG Kuter sends report on
organization of American Air Forces
to CG, Army Air Force (see Appendix
2).

1 July 1943 F M 1 0 0 - 2 0, Field Service
Regulation, Command and Employment
of Air Power published.

3 September 1943 Allies land in Italy.

"{ 16 October 1943 9th Air Force constituted.

* 1 January 1944 Establishment of U. S. Strategic
Air Forces in Europe.

March 1944 Operation STRANGLE, first major air
interdiction campaign, begins in
Italy.

4 June 1944 U. S. Fifth Army enters Rome.

6 June 1944 Allies invade Normandy.

12 July 1944 Operation COBRA begins.

19 August 1944 U. S. forces under Patton reach '
i ~Seine. 1

16 December 1944 Germans launch attack in Ardennes.

16 January 1945 Bastogne salient eliminated.

23 April 1945 Russians enter Berlin.

8 May 1945 V. E. day.
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A.

END NOTE

'Tedder, ____ __________

Little Brown and Arthur Sir. With Prejudice. (Boston:Company, 1966).
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